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ABSTRACT 
 

Middleware eases the development of distributed applications. Expansion in the enterprise 
world entails integration of heterogeneous products, and there is a demand for a balance 
between performance, interoperability and security in the distributed applications. Windows 
Communication Foundation (WCF) offers a technology to build service-oriented, secure, 
reliable and interoperable distributed applications. The current literature contains few studies 
comparing the performance of WCF with other technologies, but it does not address the 
performance of WCF in a cross-technology communication. 

This master thesis experimentally evaluates the performance of WCF in unsecure and 
secure variants. It evaluates the performance in on-machine and cross-machine communication, 
and it addresses the performance of WCF’s interoperability with ASMX and Java. We have 
developed the service and client applications in both secure and unsecure variants. The 
experiments are then conducted using these applications in a laboratory setting. We have 
measured the performance in terms of throughput, response time, processor and memory 
utilization during the experiments.  

Our results show that in unsecure variants, the WCF service in cross-machine 
communication has the best response time than on-machine communication on small datasets. 
However, on large datasets the service in on-machine communication has the best response 
time. In secure variants, the service in on-machine communication has better response time 
than the cross-machine communication. In both secure and unsecure variants, the service has 
better throughput and consumed lesser resources in cross-machine communication than in on-
machine communication. 

In case of WCF’s interoperability with ASMX and Java, both the secure as well as 
unsecure WCF service show more scalable performance for the WCF client than for ASMX 
and Java clients. The secure as well as unsecure service show better performance for the 
ASMX client than for the Java client. The unsecure variants of WCF service perform better 
than the secure variants, except in a few cases of memory utilization. Therefore, the 
performance of the WCF service degrades due to security.  

 
Keywords: Middleware, service-orientation, Windows Communication 
Foundation, performance, interoperability, security 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Background 
The development of distributed applications is a challenging task. The distributed application 

technologies generally faces the three main challenges such as; Performance, Security, and 
Interoperability. In the current state of distributed technologies, performance and interoperability are 
the main goals. Furthermore due to increase demands of internet and expansion in the companies 
network, it is important that the distributed technologies build the secured application. Therefore 
critical issues such as; Performance, Security, and Interoperability must meet from consumers and 
developers point of view [78]. 

Middleware facilitates the distributed communication and coordination of components. The 
middleware encapsulates the low-level details e.g. communication, concurrency control, transaction 
management etc. This simplifies the development of distributed systems and increases the 
productivity of the application engineers. They focus more on implementation of business 
requirements.  These components may be created or adopted from the COTS or legacy components. It 
may be the case that these components become heterogeneous in terms of hardware and software 
platforms and the middleware itself.  The middleware solutions haven’t similar fitness criteria and 
sometimes there is need to combine different middleware. The various middleware may have different 
performance characteristics and interoperability compatibilities. The selection of appropriate 
middleware is a problem to build the distributed system. Non-functional requirements are very 
important to consider especially when the system is developed using middleware. The system with 
poor performance increases the reliability cost [9, 83, 84]. 

Performance, interoperability, security, reliability and availability are some of the essential quality 
attributes. They are important for the provider and consumer for the selection and evaluation of the 
services [5, 6]. Performance is important in services because the application developers find 
alternative services from service repository if the existing service fails to meet the performance or 
functional goals in execution [4]. Fast hardware infrastructure cannot be fully utilized to accomplish 
the best performance without efficient software [7]. The user doesn’t care about the complexity of 
technology or infrastructure and is reluctant to accept the higher response time [8]. 

Security is an increasingly important issue in the development of distributed applications [3, 6, 
10]. The security is not fully guaranteed when the response time becomes too high and the service is 
unavailable for the many periods [8]. It is very important to meet the security standards to achieve the 
best interoperability. The security may have a negative impact on the other quality attributes like 
performance, modifiability and interoperability [6].  

Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) is the standard middleware that support 
distributed object computing and interoperability. CORBA provides the mechanism of 
implementation and platform transparency [21]. However CORBA implementations are much 
expensive from the development perspective. Furthermore the platform had a steep learning curve and 
too much complex to use correctly. This middleware technology also has insufficient features; it 
provides the rich functionality but fails to provide the features of security and versioning [22].   

Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) offers distributed computing, broad 
interoperability, and strong support for service orientation. WCF combined different technologies 
such as ASP.NET Web Services (ASMX), .NET Framework Remoting, and Enterprise Services under 
a single platform [80]. WCF provides the mechanism for the developers to build a secure, reliable, 
and distributed transaction coordination solutions and a complete integration of cross platforms [73]. 
The WCF works with the different styles of distributed application development [81].  WCF is based 
on open Web Service standards   like SOAP, XML and the latest WS-* industry standards [2, 3, 14]. 
WCF is interoperable with native as well as non Microsoft technologies (e.g. Java) that meet these 
standards [2, 3]. The technologies including COM, DCOM, RMI, MSMQ and WebSphere MQ works 
well in a particular scenario but not well in some other cases. On the other side WCF works well in 
any scenario in which a Microsoft .NET assembly communicates with any other software entity [2].  
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The current literature doesn’t address the performance of cross-technologies communication of 
Windows Communication Foundation. It is a lack of evidence for the performance perspective in 
cross-technologies communication in the research community as well as for the industry experts.  
Literature contains few studies on performance comparison of WCF with other technologies e.g. [11, 
14, 26, 27]. However literature has considerable amount of studies on the performance evaluation of 
other middleware in unsecure/secure variants e.g. [10, 12, 15, 19, 24, 25]. This study addresses the 
performance of secure/unsecure WCF service in communication with client applications of WCF, 
ASP.NET Web Service (ASMX) and Java.  This study will be a contribution in existing body of 
knowledge. 

1.2 Aims and objectives 
The aim of this thesis is to evaluate the performance of WCF service in cross/on-machine 

scenarios and its interoperability with  clients of ASP.NET Web Service and Java in secure and 
unsecure variants on the Microsoft Windows platform.  

For this aim, the objectives fulfilled but not limited to following:  
 

• Understand the underlying technologies from the literature survey. 
• Identify the ways in which the technologies can communicate with each other.  
• Develop unsecure and secure variants of WCF service, WCF Client, ASP.NET Web 

Service client and Java client applications. 
• Design and conduct experiments to measure the performance metrics. 
• Analyze and compare the performance of WCF service with respect to communication 

with the disparate clients in a secure and unsecure variants. 

1.3 Research Questions 
To address the research questions, performance of the WCF service was  evaluated during 

experiments when it was invoked from the clients in the following cases:  
 
A. On-machine versus Cross-machine 

• WCF client running on a different process on the same Windows machine, 
• WCF client running on another Windows machine. 

B. WCF Interoperability with ASP .NET Web Service and Java  
• WCF client running on the Windows machine, 
• ASP .NET Web Service client running on Windows machine, 
• Java client running on Windows machine. 

 
The research questions of the study are as under: 
 

RQ1: In which case does the unsecure implementation of WCF service show the best server side 
performance? 

 
RQ2: In which case does the secure implementation of WCF service show the best server side 
performance?  

Security is one of the most important quality attribute of Services [3, 6, 10]. Security may have 
negative impact on the other quality attributes like performance and interoperability [6]. Therefore it 
will be valuable to examine the server side performance of the secure implementation of WCF in 
communication with disparate clients. 

 
RQ3: What are the variations in server side performance between the secure and unsecure 
implementations of Windows Communication Foundation?  

It is vital to know either the server side performance of secure WCF service improved or degraded 
as compared to unsecure service in communication with disparate clients.  
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RQ4: What is the effect on response time/latency in the secure implementation of WCF?  
It is an important concern to know the performance overhead using web services security [18, 19].  

The additional security contents in the SOAP messages of the services causes performance overhead 
to process and transport the larger message [17, 18, 19]. WCF is also built on open Web Services 
Standards [2, 13, 14]. Therefore, it will be valuable to examine the effects on the response 
time/latency in secure implementation of WCF in communication with disparate clients. 

1.4 Main Contribution   
This research study have experimentally evaluated and compared the performance of unsecure as 

well as secure WCF service in communication with client applications of WCF, ASP.NET Web 
Service, and Java.  We have developed the unsecure as well as secure versions of the required 
applications. We have measured the performance of the service in terms of throughput, response time, 
processor and memory utilization in the experimental settings. The primary intent of this study is a 
contribution to evaluate the performance of Windows Communication Foundation from security and 
interoperability perspective that addresses the performance characteristics. The report should help the 
research/industry practitioners to understand the efficient technology from the performance 
perspective. It will also promote the research flow of knowledge among the researchers and experts. 

1.5 Thesis Structure 
Chapter 1: The chapter contains information about the thesis background, problem definition, 
motivation, research questions, main contribution, thesis structure, aims and objectives of the thesis. 
 

Chapter 2: The chapter describes the research methodology for the thesis work. We have well 
defined the methodology for the thesis; the figure itself explains the methodology for more 
understandability. The chapter also contains validity threats and thesis data sources.  
 

Chapter 3: This chapter provides the strong information and understandability of the existing 
middleware technologies.  It describes the core concepts of the existing middleware technologies in 
detail. 
 

Chapter 4: It contains the information about the Windows Communication Foundation technology. 
This chapter provides different core concepts of WCF technology.  
 

Chapter 5: The chapter contains the information about the previous studies conducted in the relevant 
research areas. The related work in the chapter divided into two main parts.   
 

Chapter 6: The chapter contains the detailed information of the implementations of the prototypes.  
 

Chapter 7: It provides the information about the experiment, performance measurement, experiment 
environment and experiment execution criteria.   
 

Chapter 8: The chapter contains the information about the experiment results and graphs 
representation based on the experiment results.  
 

Chapter 9: It contains the information about the conclusion of this thesis work. 
 

Chapter 10: This chapter provides the future work in the research area. It contains the further 
tendencies that might be a beneficial asset in the existing body of knowledge.  
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2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
In this research thesis we have used both the literature study as well as empirical study as a 

research methodology. In the literature study, we have explored and understood the existing 
technologies. Furthermore from the literature survey we have explored the technical details of the 
security and interoperability of Windows Communication Foundation. It helped us to develop the 
applications for the experiments. 

After the literature study, we have developed the unsecure and secure versions of WCF service, as 
well as three clients each of WCF, ASP.NET Web Service and Java. The service and clients used the  
request/reply message exchange pattern. The applications exchanged the message payloads of 
primitive as well as user defined data types. These applications were developed by using code 
instrumentation. Instrumentation is the performance measurement technique. It captures more fine-
grained application specific metrics than standard system performance counters [16].  

In our empirical study, we have conducted experiments in a laboratory environment. During the 
experiments, we have tested the performance of service by measuring the behavior of the application 
under normal and peak conditions. The server’s throughput, response time, processor and memory 
utilization have been measured.  These measurements have been captured at regular intervals by 
increasing the message size and number of clients/users for each data type. The measurements taken 
from the experiments are analyzed and presented in the graphical form. The graphs provide a good 
view to understand data sets and the results of the experiments.  

In our thesis the experiment was designed and conducted for all research questions. This 
experiment fully focused on the research questions and provides the complete answers. Figure 2.1 
shows the research methodology of our thesis work. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1: Research Methodology 
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2.1 Thesis Data Source 
Scientific literature was the basic source of our thesis. The sources used were authentic and the 

relevant materials were taken for this thesis. All the previous and latest published research was used to 
collect data and information. The used data sources were IEEE, ACM, Google Scholar, Science 
Direct, Inter Science, eBooks, SpringerLink, Engineering Village  and MSDN. 

2.2 Validity Threats 
The most important concern about the experiment results is that they are valid. Therefore, it is 

important to consider the validity in the planning phase to achieve the valid results from the 
experiment. However, there are four main validity threats that may affect the experiment results. 
These are conclusion, internal, construct and external validity [93]. 

 

2.2.1 Conclusion Validity 
The conclusion validity is concerned that affect the ability to draw the correct results of the 

experiment with the relationship between treatment and the outcome [93]. To take the reliable 
measurements of the experiments it is important to avoid the conclusion validity. In the experiments, 
we were aware of this, that the not to affect the performance tests. We have disabled all the 
unnecessary services. Only those services were remained enabled that were essential for operating 
system execution and performance tests. We have also restarted the machines before the execution of 
actual performance tests.  We have tested the applications before the actual use. Furthermore, we have 
used reliable hardware and software including operating system.  

 

2.2.2 Internal Validity 
The internal validity is concerned with the issues that can be affecting the independent variable 

with respect to causality, which is without the researcher’s knowledge [93]. In this case, number of 
clients’ and size of data sets were the possible threats. To minimize these threats, we have conducted 
the experiments on maximum number of clients and large size of data sets as per the capabilities of 
the server’s resources.  

 

2.2.3 External Validity 
The external validity is the conditions that have the purpose to limit our ability to generalize the 

experiment results from the industrial practice [93]. In our experiments different tools and 
technologies were used which may affect our experiments results. To avoid this threat, the authors 
used latest tools and technologies offered by top industry giants Microsoft and Sun Microsystems. 
They used the underlying technologies according to their purpose of use. Authors constructed the 
applications according to vendors’ guidelines. The up-gradation and then stability in the server 
throughput justifies the load as per maximum capabilities of resources. It implies that performance of 
server scales as the resource scales.  Therefore, results are applicable to large scale. 

 

2.2.4 Construct Validity 
The main purpose of the construct validity is that generalize the experiment to the theory behind 

the experiment. The construct validity mostly related with the experiment design and others social 
factors [93]. We have conducted the study as planed in research methodology. Therefore, we have 
defined the performance metrics, experiment environment and execution before conducting the 
performance tests. 
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3 EXISTING MIDDLEWARE TECHNOLOGIES 
This chapter describes some of the existing middleware technologies including Remote Procedure 

Call (RPC), Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), Distributed Component Object 
Model (DCOM), Remote Method Invocation (RMI), .NET Remoting and Web Services middleware. 

3.1 Remote Procedure Call 
3.1.1 Overview  

The Remote Procedure Call (RPC) is the middleware technology which is used to invoke a 
procedure from a remote system and the result is returned. In this kind of middleware technology, the 
applications communicate with each other synchronously. The communication model use the 
mechanism of request and then wait for the reply. The RPC has provided a simple way to implement 
the client and server application because it keeps the network communication details hidden from the 
application code. In the programming style of RPC, the methods and its object are located across the 
separate network and the method invocation happens remotely. The RPC client application code deals 
with the local proxy call (a.k.a. client stub). Therefore the client’s behavior and application code 
resemble a local procedure call. In fact the client marshals the procedure identifier and the arguments, 
and sends the request message through communication module to the server. Both the client and 
server stubs use the run-time library for communication. The server stub act likes a skeleton method 
which un-marshals the arguments in the message request. The skeleton calls corresponding procedure, 
marshals the output and returns as a reply message to the client stub. The client stub un-marshals the 
output and returns it to the client application code [33]. The simple remote procedure call model is 
shown in the Figure 3.1 [34]. 

 

 
Figure 3.1: Simple remote procedure calls between client and server [34]. 

 

3.1.2 Layers for Remote Procedure Calls 
The RPC works on the three layers; highest, intermediate and lowest and programmers can take 

the full advantage by using these three layers. The programmers write the remote procedure calls in a 
C language. They make available the highest layer of RPC to other users and hide the networking 
details. Most of applications work through intermediate layer containing remote procedure call (RPC) 
routines. In programming it is neglected sometimes for the purpose of simplicity and lack of 
flexibility. The occurrence of errors in RPC does not allow process control, choice of transport and 
timeout specifications. The problem in the intermediate layer of RPC, that it is not supportive for 
multiple types of call authentication. Furthermore the higher layer in RPC just takes care of details 
automatically. In lowest layer it allows the programmer to use the RPC library and change the details 
through modification of default values [34]. 

3.1.3 Features of Remote Procedure Calls 
The features of RPC include batching calls, broadcasting calls, callback procedures and select 

subroutine. To the simplest, batching calls allows a client to send a large sequence of messages to a 
server. For more understandability the Figure 3.2 had shown the batching calls in RPC. While the 
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broadcasting calls in RPC, a client sends a complete data packet on the network and then waits for 
several responses [34].  

  

 
Figure 3.2: Batching Calls in RPC [34]. 

 
There are some differences exist between normal RPC and broadcast RPC. These differences are: 

i) normal RPC only expects a single response/answer while broadcast call in RPC expects single or 
more answers from each responding machine. ii) The broadcast RPC filters the unsuccessful 
responses and considers as garbage. iii) The broadcast messages are sent on the network to the port-
mapping port. This mechanism of broadcast RPC allow access only those to services which are 
registered themselves with their port mapper. iv) The maximum transfer unit on the local network is 
limited in broadcast requests. v) Broadcast RPC only supported connectionless protocols such as UPD 
or IP. The broadcasting calls show in Figure 3.3 for broadcasting data packets [34]. 

 

 
  

Figure 3.3: Broadcasting Calls in RPC [34]. 
 

Normally, the server changes the nature and become a client by making a RPC callback to the 
client. Every user of the RPC need a program number on which they are able to call and make a RPC 
callback. The select subroutine in RPC is useful to examine the I/O descriptors. These I/O 
addresses are passed through readfds, writefds and exceptfds parameters. The aim is to check 
that I/O descriptors are read or they are in the pending condition [34]. 

3.2 Common Object Request Broker Architecture 
3.2.1 Overview 

The year in 1989, the Object Management Group (OMG) was established. The aim of the OMG is 
to define a standard for systems with the collection of distributed objects. The OMG is the large 
organization which has over 800 member companies. The OMG has various vendors such as IONA, 
Inprise and BEA etc, and different users such as Boeing, Motorola, and Cisco etc. The OMG vision 
was achieved with the interoperating distributed objects in the form of CORBA 2 in 1996. The 
CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture), which has an open standard for creation of 
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distributed object systems. CORBA provides interoperability between different programming 
languages, machines and products. It can define a mechanism where objects can communicate with 
each other without caring of the objects locations. As CORBA produces distributed systems, so the 
objects may be on the same machine within a same program or different programs. These objects 
within the program may be also located on the separate machine [35].  

3.2.2 CORBA Main Features 
The OMG was first adopted the detailed specifications of CORBA. It provides the details of the 

interfaces and different characteristics of the Object Request Broker (ORB) component. When OMG 
released the CORBA 2 it included the following features [36]. 

Object Request Broker (ORB) 
The Object Request Broker component provides facilities of communication between clients and 

objects. This is one of the main key responsibilities of the ORB that how can clients and objects 
communicate with each other. The ORB delivers the clients requests to objects and send back the 
objects response to clients who makes the request. The ORB also provides the transparency between 
the clients and objects communication.  The ORB hides the object location, object implementation, 
object execution state, and object communication mechanism [36]. 

Interface Definition Language (IDL) 
The CORBA demands that the developers define the objects using Interface Definition Language 

(IDL). The main aim is the production of a system of distributed objects which have infrastructure, 
independent of programming language, operating system and machine. The IDL provides a 
mechanism that how different programming languages are mapped with each other. IDL make a 
contract between distributed objects and its users. If we compare the Microsoft’s DCOM then 
Microsoft tool generates the IDL. While Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) does not needs the 
IDL because RMI is bound to Java servers and clients due to one homogenous programming 
language. In IDL you simply declare the interfaces and data types [35]. The IDL provides similar data 
types which other programming languages exist. The types such as long, double, Boolean and 
constructs such as struct etc [36].   

Language Mapping 
 As OMG IDL is not a complete language, it is a declarative language. The IDL does not provide 

features such as control constructs.  Furthermore IDL is not used to direct implementation of 
distributed applications. The core of the language mapping is that how OMG IDL features mapped of 
a given programming language. The OMG has language mapping for C, C++, Smalltalk, and Ada 95. 
OMG IDL language mappings and the specification of CORBA applications meet the real world 
implementation. So from CORBA perspective we cannot neglect the language mapping. The poor 
language mapping results insufficient utilization of CORBA technology [36].  

Interface Repository 
The execution of the CORBA-based application needs to access the OMG IDL type system. This 

is important because the application must know which type of interfaces is supported, and the type of 
value passed through request arguments. The main purpose of the CORBA Interface Repository (IR) 
is to write the OMG IDL type system programmatically at runtime. Interface Repository is the 
CORBA object which operation can be invoked like a common CORBA object [36]. 

Stubs and Skeletons 
The CORBA IDL stubs and skeletons are the main bridge between the client and server 

applications. The stubs and skeletons also linked with the ORB interface to make a complete chain 
between client and server applications [37]. These client side stubs and server side skeleton are 
generated during the complication and translation by OMG IDL language. The purpose of the stub is 
that, it sends the requests on behalf of the client, while the mechanism of the skeleton is to deliver the 
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requests to the object implementation. The stubs and skeletons are the interface specific because they 
are directly translated from OMG IDL specifications [36].  

Object Adapters 
The object adapter is the mechanism that provides the interface to the servers and also accepts the 

request for service. Furthermore the object adapter also supports the request service process [38]. The 
object adapter binding, both object implementations and ORB. The object adapters have the 
responsibilities of object registration, object reference generation, server process activation, request 
de-multiplexing, and object up-calls. The CORBA architecture is shown in Figure 3.4 below [36]. 

 

 
Figure 3.4: CORBA Architecture [36]. 

 

3.3 Distributed Component Object Model 
 

3.3.1 Overview 
The Microsoft developed Component Object Model (COM) that enables the application and its 

components to communicate with each other and increases the reusability. The idea behind the COM 
is that, the different components developed using the different programming languages to write these 
software components that they can interact with each other by using COM interfaces. However COM 
has an ability to reuse the components in local scenarios, but it is not designed that it can work 
efficiently with the remote components. Furthermore the increasing demands for the heterogeneous 
network and the need of distributed applications, Microsoft developed Distributed Component Object 
Model (DCOM) [50].  

The DCOM technology is the enhanced form of the Component Object Model (COM), the main 
purpose is to supports the interoperability and reusability under Windows platform for the distributed 
components. In the COM, the processes are running on the single or same machine while the DCOM 
technology is designed to run the processes across the heterogeneous networks. The DCOM 
technology is a close relationship with the other Microsoft technologies such as OLE and ActiveX 
[51].  
      There are some main reasons to use the DCOM technology. First the DCOM is an architecture 
which builds the distributed applications. Secondly DCOM runtime services provide an environment 
which is secure, available, reliable and high performance. Third, according to the developers view 
point that DCOM development environment save development effort. DCOM gives a free hand that 
not to worry about writing the complicated communication code at network software level. So DCOM 
takes all the responsibility of the communication between machines. The architecture of DCOM is 
provided a set of services that main to build distributed systems/applications.  The COM interface is 
used to access all the services of DCOM [52]. 

3.3.2 Secured Distributed Component Object Model  
Security is the key issue in the distributed applications when different objects communicate with 

each other. The DCOM provides the complete mechanism of security for the distributed applications 
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when it located over the network. The mechanism of the security in the DCOM must interoperate with 
the other security mechanism on the platforms [53].  

The initial implementation of DCOM was on the Microsoft’s Windows NT. The core of DCOM 
security is the Access Control List (ACL), which have different components and associated users. It 
provides the complete mechanism for the application developers’ locations, authentications and 
authorization transparency on a high level security. In the DCOM the user’s authentication credentials 
are checked against the access control list. If the user doesn’t have the credential then the request is 
rejected to access the object or invoke a method. The DCOM provides a complete support in the form 
of operating system’s libraries which have the security mechanism for authentication, authorization, 
policies and auditing. The DCOM security infrastructure provides the four main aspects of security, 
so according to [54] they are as under: 

• Access security: It provides the security mechanism on the process level access control 
according to the underlying operating system.  

• Launch security: It is already discussed in the above that DCOM checks the security 
credentials before the object is accessed or a method is invoked. If it doesn’t have the 
credentials then the request is simply rejected.  

• Identity: The DCOM provides that the caller must identify that what the called object is allow 
to do when it holds the security token. Furthermore they have the options of anonymous, 
identify, impersonate, and delegate. 

• Connection policy: The connection policy is related with the authentication and it protects the 
transmitted data over the network. For the communication protection the caller should be 
authenticated.  

 

3.3.3 DCOM Technology Architecture  
The Microsoft’ Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) is similar like CORBA 

architecture. The Microsoft has provided the IDL as the CORBA for the remote objects. On the client 
side of the DCOM architecture the client proxy takes the responsibility, while on the server side the 
server stubs are available for a certain actions [55].  The DCOM provides the mechanism of a 
protocol that enables the distributed components to communicate with each other over the network in 
a reliable, and efficient way. The COM run-time facilitates the client and server for the object 
orientated services, which uses the Remote Procedure Call. Furthermore the security provider is 
responsible to create the secured packets for the networks. This includes the complete security in the 
form of authentication, authorization, and policy for the remote components over the network [56]. 
The Figure 3.5 below has shown the complete architecture of Microsoft DCOM. 

 
Figure 3.5: Distributed Component Object Model Architecture [56]. 

 

3.4 Remote Method Invocation 
3.4.1 Overview 

Remote Method Invocation (RMI) is the distributed object model like DCOM, COM, and 
CORBA etc., to provide support for the development of distributed Java applications. The Java virtual 
machines (JVM) are used to invoke the methods of the remote object. In the RMI the client use the 
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remote interface to invoke the methods. The Sun Microsystems, RMI system consists of three main 
layers; stub/skeleton layer, remote interface layer and transport layer. The purpose of the stub/skeleton 
layer is to provide the complete support on both the client and the server side. The remote interface is 
used for the reference and transport layer is used for the connection setup, management and object 
tracking. The RMI usually uses the binary protocol like Java Remote Method Protocol (JRMP) for the 
communication. As the RMI use the binary protocol for communication which is not secured by 
default. So it is used Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS) to secure the 
communication and enable the authentication. The RMI supported some features even that the web 
services are not supported such as: object references, dynamic class downloading, support for 
distributed garbage collection etc. [10].  

Java RMI didn’t consider heterogeneity as a problem. In fact RMI client and server have Java 
classes and running in a Java virtual machine. Due to this consideration Java RMI makes a network 
homogenous. The RMI is only implemented a single language (Java), so it doesn’t need the language 
neutral IDL [44]. The Java RMI has problems when it comes to performance and flexibility [45]. 

3.4.2 Remote Method Invocation Architecture    
The RMI architecture provides a complete framework for the object oriented distributed 

computing. The RMI middleware framework lies between the operating system and application on 
each side of the system. The Java RMI consists of three main layers which are: stub/skeleton layer, 
remote reference layer and transport layer. All the three layers of the RMI are working with the 
interfaces [46]. The RMI architecture is the client-server complete model in which the client uses the 
proxy to communicate with the remote object. The proxy in the RMI on the client side is called stub. 
The stub communicates with the active entity on the server side which is called skeleton, the skeleton 
calls the method on the remote object (see Figure 3.6). The RMI compiler generates the stub and 
skeleton; and that are completely hidden from the programmer [45].  

The remote reference layer is working between the stub/skeleton layer and transport layer as a 
middleware. The transport layer is concerned with the physical network and also establishes the 
connection, which is the binary data protocol for the purpose to sends remote object request. On the 
client side the stub make the request for the remote object. The stub then forwards the request by 
using the remote reference layer.  The remote reference layer converts the request and then transfers it 
over the network. On the server side the remote reference layer from the network receive the request 
and then convert it for the skeleton. The RMI also provides some of the main services which can use 
the distributed application designer. The services likes registry, distributed garbage collection, and 
object activation service. The server process registered the objects in the RMI registry, and the client 
then uses the reference or name to access the remote object. The distributed garbage collection is a 
process which competes automatically. The object activation service is new in the Java 2 platform; the 
main is to automatically activate the server object when the client is requested [47].   

 
Figure 3.6: RMI complete architecture [45]. 
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3.4.3 Parameter Passing in RMI 
Remote Method Invocation (RMI) supports both the methods for parameter passing by reference 

or value. The RMI passing the parameter (objects) by default as a value [48]. The remote object in 
RMI which invoked the methods remotely is passed by reference. While on the other side the object 
that cannot be invoked the methods remotely is passed by copy. In the RMI, arguments hold or appear 
the non remote object, and then senders serialized the object and transfer it to receiver. The Figure 3.7 
shows parameters pass by reference and by copy [49]. The parameters in the RMI are depending on 
the primitive data types, objects, or remote objects. The parameter pass-by-value when a method 
receives the parameters the data type like; boolean, byte, short, int, long, char  etc. 
The object parameters are only concern when the object is passed to a method. In the RMI, the object 
is sent; it doesn’t send its reference. In the remote object parameter the client receive the reference of 
the remote object and the RMI registry is involved for passing parameter [48]. 

 

 
Figure 3.7: Parameter-passing in RMI by both reference and copy [48]. 

 

3.5 Microsoft .NET Remoting 
3.5.1 Overview 

The .NET Remoting is the part of the Microsoft’s .NET platform. The .NET platform provides a 
large set of Classes, Structures, Namespaces, Interfaces and delegates for the developers [39]. The 
.NET Remoting is not only provides the interoperability with the Microsoft COM+, but also includes 
the RPC for the inter-communication technology. The platform use Common Language Runtime 
(CLR) as a virtual machine [43]. In .NET Remoting framework the objects communicate with each 
other on the cross application domain. The framework of the remoting provides the different services 
such as activation, lifetime support and communication channel. One of the main purposes of any 
remoting framework is to provide the infrastructure that hides the complexities to build distributed 
applications [40]. The developers use the .NET Remoting framework to build the client applications 
that use the processes of the same computer or any computer over the network [41]. The client 
applications in .NET Remoting allow using the components on remote computers and treating them as 
local components. In the intranet scenarios .NET Remoting provides the best performance and 
flexibility [39].  

According to your business needs if only a single server is required for all the tiers for the whole 
application, remoting can be configured according to the situation. If in the later stage your business 
needs increased and you move tiers on the multiple servers, the remoting can be configured according 
to the needs due to flexible nature [42]. From the components orientation perspective, the .NET 
component is the substitution of COM and DCOM components. The communication between the 
remote and local components makes it possible by proxy layer. The Microsoft .NET Remoting use 
two formatters; binary and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). Furthermore it also uses by 
default two channels such as HTTP and TCP [39].   
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3.5.2 .NET Remote Objects 
The .NET remote objects are mainly divided into two categories: server-activated objects and 

client-activated objects. The server-activated objects are further divided into single call objects and 
singleton objects [42]. 

Single Call Objects 
The single call object is only concerned with a single incoming request at a time, and it doesn’t 

responsible to hold the information of the state between the calls. Each of the call is treated as an 
individual call and no relationship exists between these method calls. As the method calls are treated 
independently so there is no such concept of the session object. The single call object is beneficial for 
the session-less requirements and is more suitable for the classic n-tier applications [42].   

Singleton Objects 
The singleton object is concerned when a single instance of an object is required. The singleton 

object is suitable for both the session oriented and session-less applications. In the session-oriented 
application multiple clients are connected with each other. The session-less application deals with 
individual call and no such relationship between the calls, but is time and also resource consuming. 
The single call objects instantiated and then it is destroyed by garbage collector, so it doesn’t hold the 
information about the state. While singleton object instantiated and then wait until the client release it 
[42]. 

Client Activated Objects 
The client-activated object is the key to .NET Remoting. The client-activated object is mainly 

used in the session oriented applications. For each of the client, an individual instance is created and it 
stays there until it is released by the client [42]. 

3.5.3 Microsoft .NET Remoting Architecture  
According to the architecture of .NET Remoting, the proxy layer is responsible to establish 

communication between the local and remote components. The concept is the same as compare to 
other middleware technologies. The local components directly communicated to the proxy server. 
Basically the local component calls the remote components and then waits for the response. The 
Figure 3.8 has shown the complete architecture of .NET Remoting. Actually the proxy layer is not 
fully performed all the tasks when it communicates with the remote object. Furthermore it 
communicates with the formatter object and transport channels for the remote component 
communication. During this the .NET Remoting have two formatters’ i-e Binary and Simple Object 
Access Protocol (SOAP). The .NET Remoting provides two channels Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
(HTTP) and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). The formatter provides the best performance and 
it can use only the .NET applications. The SOAP is responsible for the request and response for the 
SOAP messages which is XML based format. The two transport channels; TCP and HTTP use the 
TCP protocol and HTTP protocol respectively for the internal network and across the web [39]. 

 

 
Figure 3.8: Microsoft .NET Remoting Architecture [39]. 
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3.6 Web Services 
3.6.1 Overview  

The definition of Web Services is “A Web service is a software system identified by a URI, whose 
public interfaces and bindings are defined and described using XML. Its definition can be discovered 
by other software systems. These systems may then interact with the Web service in a manner 
prescribed by its definition, using XML based messages conveyed by Internet protocols.” [64]. 

The concept of Web Services brings the standard protocols that allow application-to-application 
communication. This new concept has changed software development. The Web Services provides 
security, distributed transaction coordination, and reliable communication. The Web Services also 
should bring changes in the tools and technologies that the developers use [80].  

The Web Services play a major role to integrate the enterprise application, and the realization of 
the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), which define the architecture of different distributed 
applications. The Web services are the famous middleware technology that’s used for the 
heterogeneous systems [57]. The interoperability is the key for the distributed applications and Web 
services are designed for the same purpose. The integration of the heterogeneous level is easy because 
it provides independency in platform and different languages [58].  

The mechanism of the Web services represented the new generation distributed computing and 
the extension of the client server model. As it is use the loose coupling concepts which mean the 
development of distributed applications which are interoperable, platform independent and 
discoverable. The Web services are highly beneficial for both economical and technical aspects [59].  
The interoperability between the distributed applications and different services is provided by the 
XML standards like; SOAP, WSDL and UDDI [62]. In the Web services there are specific tasks and 
these tasks communicate through the exchange of messages [60]. The World Wide Web Consortium 
(W3C) defined activities of the Web services can be categories into following four main areas [61]: 
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP): SOAP is a protocol which aims to allow applications that can 
exchange the information in a distributed environment.  

 
Web Services Definition Language (WSDL): The Web Services Definition Language is a XML 
language which is used to describing Web Services. 
Web Services Architecture (WSA): It is used to define the complete architectural concepts and 
relationship that have to focus the interoperability of Web Services. 
Web Services Choreography (WS-Choreography): The mechanism of the choreography is 
concerned with the composition of Web Services.  

 
The Web Services are the distributed technology in which the applications and services are 

communicated over the network. The Web services built for the asynchronous communication of 
SOAP. Usually SOAP exchanges the messages over the network through HTTP but also used some 
other transports. In the Web Services the WS-Security provides the mechanism to secure the messages 
of SOAP at the application level, and to provide the end-user security. Some of the examples of the 
WS-Security are X.509 certificates, Username tokens etc. [63].  

 

3.6.2 Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 
The Web Services are heterogeneous and distributed by nature, so it is important that the 

communication must be platform-independent, secure and lightweight. The XML is established for 
the information and data encoding which support platform-independency and security for the 
communication protocol of web services. Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) was created by 
Microsoft but from its later development, IBM, Lotus, and UserLand takes the participation. SOAP is 
an XML-based protocol which is used by Web Services to exchange the messages and Remote 
Procedure Calls (RPCs). The web services used the XML-based messaging for the exchange of 
structured and typed information. The SOAP works great with the existing transports such as HTTP, 
SMTP and MQSeries [65].  

The SOAP provides the distributed processing model for sending and receiving the SOAP 
messages. The SOAP supports the one-way messages as well as peer-to-peer conversations [66]. The 
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SOAP message contains the nodes that are used for the communication. The SOAP have headers 
which contains the information of the SOAP nodes, the header is an optional. The SOAP body 
contains the certain information about the message payload. It contains the service request 
information and the complete input data which a service is used to process [67]. The Figure 3.9 shows 
the SOAP envelope which contains header and body of SOAP message. 

 

 
Figure 3.9: Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) envelope [67]. 

 

3.6.3 Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) 
The Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) used as a technology for the Web 

Services to publish and lookup the services. One of the main milestones of the UDDI is to implement 
Universal Business Registry. Neither the Web Service providers are able to publish the service 
information nor the remote users’ lookup and access the required service without UDDI. One of the 
main features of the UDDI is its model provides the interoperability for the distributed environment 
[68].The UDDI provide a mechanism for the users to systematically find the service providers through 
a centralized registry of web services. The companies and different industry groups used the UDDI 
directory to integrate and access their internal services. UDDI provides three main types of 
information about the web services, white pages, yellow pages, and green pages. The white pages 
contains the information about name and contact details, the yellow pages concern with the 
categorization of different services and green pages holds the technical data information about the 
services [65]. The Figure 3.10 shows the general web services architecture. 

 
Figure 3.10: General Web Service Architecture according to UDDI [69]. 

3.6.4 Web Services Definition Language (WSDL) 
The universal language doesn’t mean for the success unless you established the main 

conversations which achieve your main goals. In the Web Services scenarios the SOAP is used for the 
basic communication but the problem is that it doesn’t tell us that exchanging  messages with the 
service is successful or not. The Web Services Definition Language (WSDL) is developed for the 
same purpose, and the document contains the Web service’s interface also provides a connection point 
to the users. The WSDL provides two main basic details: an application level service description and 
specific protocol-dependent details, which the users used to access the service. The WSDL defines a 
service’s description which have three main components such as; the vocabulary, the message and the 
interaction   [65]. The WSDL defines the services which have ports and messages. The messages are 
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used for the data that being communicated, while the port type is used for the set of operations by one 
or more endpoints [70]. 

3.6.5 Microsoft’s Web Services  
The Microsoft’s .NET Framework 2.0 provides a programming environment for building 

application on windows platform. The Visual Studio allows the professionals that they can easy build 
high level applications. The .NET framework is designed for the purpose to increase the developers’ 
productivity and also increase applications security, and reliability. Using .NET environment 
developers build high performance windows applications and web services as well as build the 
software for the mobile devices. The .NET framework provides support to develop, discover, and 
debug the Web services. In the .NET environment WS-I basic profile provides the interoperability 
support for the web services which allows the application to communicate on the cross-platform. 
Furthermore the best feature of the .NET Framework is that the “Add Web Reference” automatically 
generates the code that defines the WSDL for the Web Services. The UDDI is also simple in the .NET 
Framework and the developers publish and locate the Web Services [71]. 

The .NET Framework gives some extra features that the web services are reliable in the form of 
build-in testing support. It provides the unit testing and load testing for the web services. So the 
developers can test the operations of Web services by using the unit testing, and the performance can 
be tested on load testing. The Visual Studio Team System (VSTS) give a new direction to the Visual 
Studio for a new software lifecycle. The developers can used the VSTS to performed code coverage 
analysis and also performed the regression testing and performance testing for the web services [71]. 

The Visual Studio and more specifically .NET Framework support to developed the secure web 
services. In November 2005, Microsoft provides the Web Services Enhancements (WSE) 3.0 that is 
the extension of .NET environment for building the secured Web services. In the recent years the 
WSE 3.0 used the WS-* specifications for the industry. According to the WS-* specifications they 
have the support for XML, SOAP, WSDL, WS-Security, WS-Trust, WS-SecureCoversation and 
MTOM [71].      
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4 WINDOWS COMMUNICATION FOUNDATION 
This chapter describes Microsoft Windows Communication Foundation (WCF). It describes the 

goals and features of WCF.  It explains the whole architecture of WCF and WCF security.  

4.1 Overview 
The .NET Framework version 3.0 released in 2006, including a new software package called 

Windows Communication Foundation [1].  Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) is a 
technology that provides the software to communicate with one another [2]. WCF contains the pre-
built classes to develop the distributed applications that are interoperable, secure and reliable. The 
WCF supports the enhancement of Web services. It provides useful facilities such as hosting, service 
instance management, asynchronous calls, reliability and security [1].   

The web services are the global distributed applications that can receive requests from client 
applications running on the user’s computer. The operation performs and sends a response back to the 
client application running on the user’s computer. The developers use Visual Studio, .NET 
Framework, and WSE to build quickly Web services and client applications. The client applications 
can communicate and interoperate with the Web services and client applications running on other 
platforms. The Web services are just a technology that used to create the distributed applications for 
windows operating system. Other technologies such as Enterprise Services, .NET Framework 
Remoting and Microsoft Message Queue (MSMQ), the WCF provide a unified programming model 
for these technologies. This enables the developers to build applications as much as possible to 
loosely coupling mechanism, used to connect services and distributed applications together. It is very 
difficult to separate completely the programmatic structure of an application or service from the 
communication infrastructure but WCF tries to achieving this aim [3]. The Microsoft think for years 
to build the WCF and more focus on the WCF design goals. The WCF main three design goals that 
are [72]:  

 
• Unification of Technologies 
• Interoperability 
• Service-Oriented Development  

 

4.2 Goals of Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) 
 

4.2.1 Unification of Technologies 
In the word of distributed computing, there are many distributed technologies.  The developers 

use each of these technologies according to the requirements and specifications. The distributed 
technologies used different programming models [72]. The distributed technologies includes 
ASP.NET Web services (ASMX), Web Services Enhancements (WSE), MSMQ and .NET Remoting 
[73]. Right from the start, the developers have problems to learn different APIs to build distributed 
applications while switching from one programming model to another. It is important for the current 
distributed computing that one technology used in all situations [72].  

The Microsoft’s WCF provides the same solution for the distributed application development. 
The WCF provides unification with the existing distributed technologies. In simple words, WCF 
brings all the existing distributed technologies under a single platform [72]. One of the good things in 
the WCF is that it reduces programming complexity and developers’ efforts. The developers’ feel 
comfortable with this new technology if they know about the existing technologies such as ASP.NET 
Web services (ASMX), .NET Remoting, and Web services [73]. The table 4.1 shows the comparison 
of WCF features with the existing distributed technologies [94]. 
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Table 4.1: WCF Features Comparison [94]. 

Features WSE ASMX .NET 
Remoting 

Enterprise
Services MSMQ System. 

Net WCF 

WS-* support x      x 
Basic Web Service 

interoperability  x     x 

.NET-to-.NET 
communication   x    x 

Distributed transactions    x   x 
Queued messaging     x  x 

RESTful  
Communication      x x 

 
 

4.2.2 Interoperability 
The current world where the big software companies exist they developed different software 

which use the protocols and they are mostly platform dependent or tightly coupled. This is creating 
the big problems according to interoperability when other software using the different platforms. As 
large organizations are merging their systems according to the business needs [72]. The 
interoperability is one of the main issues in the heterogeneous systems. The WCF provides the 
interoperability for the cross platform [73]. The design concepts of WCF facilitate the interoperability 
in the form of Web Services standards. The developers use those implementations standards to 
achieve interoperability [74].   

The WCF use the message-based standards for communication that is not platform specific and 
not bound to programming language. This mechanism of WCF has provided a high degree of loose 
coupling, and interoperability for cross-platform and technologies. The open standard for the message 
based approach is implemented through WS-* Specification. This specification includes WS-
Addressing, WS-Security, WS-Trust, WS-SecureConversation, WS-Federation, WS-
ReliableMessaging, WS-AtomicTransaction, WS-Policy, WS-Coordination, WS-MetadataExhange 
etc. In this specification, they used the XML and SOAP message structure for the basic applications’ 
communication, which is secure, reliable, interoperable, and transacted [73].     

The Figure 4.1 shows that the WCF using the SOAP as a message protocol which is an open 
standard that the WCF service communicates with the different technologies, that are running on both 
Windows and non-Windows platforms [72]. 

 
Figure 4.1: WCF service interoperability with Windows and non-Windows platforms [72]. 
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4.2.3 Service-Oriented Development 
The recent years, the software development markets are focused that how to reuse the code. The 

Object-oriented development brings this concept of building reusable classes. However, it did not 
facilitate that much because it was language based reuse. Later the idea of component-orientation 
introduced, it provided interchangeable, and interoperability of the binary components. One of the 
main limitations of component–orientation, that it is tightly coupled [73]. The WCF is one of the first 
programming models that is build on the concepts of service-oriented development. The service-
orientation is not a distributed technology, but it brings the complete design concepts of loosely 
coupled applications [72]. The WCF works with the SOA programming model and adopt the four 
tenets of service orientation [73]. 

 
Boundaries are explicit: The meaning of the explicit boundaries is that the messages can cross formal 
and explicit boundaries, and it does not care about what is behind of those boundaries. Therefore, the 
idea is that one service can freely access the other service, without the care of environment and 
programming language. In WCF, attribute-based programming provides the facility that gives the 
strength to the developers to define external service contracts [73].    
Services are autonomous: It means that each service in the process must be managed and versioned 
independently, for the purpose, that each of the service does not affect due to change in another 
service [73].  
Share schema not class: It means that the services transfer the schema rather than classes. It is 
important for the service-oriented development due to loosely coupled system [73]. 
Policy based on compatibility: The policy provides the compatibility of the service. Because the 
services are interacting with each other, it is important that the policies of the services are similar that 
they are able to communicate.  In WCF, the dynamically negotiated communications channels 
empower this feature. WCF automatically creates policy for the services based on the method 
signatures, class attribute and configuration [73]. 

4.3 WCF New Features 
The .NET Framework version 3.0 brings the new software package WCF, which provides a 

complete framework as like other distributed technologies. The WCF adapted many features from the 
previous distributed technologies, but also defines a few of new features [72].   

4.3.1 Developer Productivity 
Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) increases the developer’s productivity in many 

ways by simplification of SOA development. The previous distributed technologies where the 
developers have some much force and stress to learn different APIs to build the distributed 
applications/components. It is the reality that developers are good to build the service component but 
it is also the fact that they are not efficient to build the remote components by using the distributed 
technology like .NET Remoting. The WCF has the powerful unified programming model that has the 
great efficiency to create or build the distributed applications with the diverse requirements. The WCF 
supports the large number of service orientation features. WCF brings the existing distributed 
technologies under a single platform. Therefore, the developers use these technologies and their best 
suitable features to take benefits for the development of distributed applications. Developers write less 
code because WCF support both declarative and imperative programming model, which also reduce 
the number of errors in the code. In short, the developers using WCF write a few lines of codes to 
accomplish the specified task [72]. 

4.3.2 Attribute-Based Development 
The WCF supports the message engine due to its simple and flexible programming model. The 

WCF programming model provides different mechanism to control the message engine. In simplest 
way, WCF supports the attribute-based programming model. This is one of the main strength of the 
WCF and more specifically the SOA, which separate the application code and messaging 
infrastructure. From the concept point of view, attribute is a simple string or just a declarative tag. 
While these tags applied to the classes, methods and properties, then it provides information about the 
behavior to the CLR, which add metadata to the runtime. The attribute in the WCF is located into the 
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programming model and treated as a first class citizen. The attribute concept is not new in the WCF 
but it inherits from the Enterprise Services and Web Services.  Therefore, in general attribute-based 
programming is one of the best ways to do amazing things with the WCF engine. The attributes are 
the WCF shortcut used for different tasks to accomplish via using the APIs [72].   

4.4 WCF Architecture 
The WCF provides the layered architecture that supports to build the distributed applications. 

WCF architecture consists of four layers including; contracts, service runtime, messaging, activation 
and hosting. The four-layered architecture of WCF provides a service-oriented programming model 
for the developers. The Figure 4.2 shows the architecture of Windows Communication Foundation 
(WCF) [75]. 

 

 
Figure 4.2: Architecture of Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) [75]. 

 

4.4.1 Contracts 
The WCF contracts are similar as we do contracts with the client in real life. The WCF contract is 

all about the services and the information it will make available. In WCF, there are four main types of 
contracts including: data, message, policy and binding, and service (see Figure 4.2) [75]. 

 
Data: In WCF, the data contract is concerned with the data exchanged with the service. In the data 
contract, it is not important that the service and client agree on the types. However, they are agree on 
the data contract, which includes parameters and return types [75].  
Message: The WCF use the SOAP message, which defines the communication between the service 
and applications. The message contract provides the control over communication between message 
sent and received for the service via SOAP [75].  
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Service: The service contract of WCF provides information to the client and the outside world. It 
gives complete details of endpoint and their communication. More specifically the service contract is 
all about of the message interactions [75]. 
Policy and Binding: The WCF use SOAP as a communication protocol, so policy is an important 
factor. The policy and binding contracts provides the information about security, protocol, and some 
other serious issues for the communication. However, it is important for the services communication 
that these policies must be satisfied [75]. 

4.4.2 Service Runtime 
The service layer in the WCF architecture has the responsibility to manage and control the 

behavior of the service during operations or runtime. The service control is only concerned with the 
services and not with the endpoint or message behavior. Below are the lists of different service 
behavior that is controlled or managed by service runtime [75]: 

 
Throttling Behavior: The throttling behavior provides the information of the processed messages. 
Error Behavior: The error behavior supports the alternative action when an error occurs during 
runtime. 
Metadata Behavior: The metadata control the access of the metadata to the outside world. 
Instance Behavior: The instance behavior is useful to estimate the instances of the service that allows 
the message to process. 
Message Inspection: It provides the inspection of the message. 
Transaction Behavior: It is important for any service if the process produces some problems at 
runtime then the transaction will be rollback. The transaction behavior provides this mechanism.  
Dispatch Behavior: The dispatch behavior is all about the message handling and processing. 
Concurrency Behavior: The concurrency behavior handles the threads for the service or instance. 
Parameter Filtering: The parameter filtering used to filter the headers of the message. 

4.4.3 Messaging 
The WCF used the SOAP message as a communication protocol for the services and applications. 

The messaging layered in the WCF architecture provides support to define the formats and patterns, 
which used for the service communication. The client applications use these formats and patterns to 
communicate directly with the messages and channels. Below is the list of channels and components, 
which the messaging layer deals with [75]: 

 
WS Security Channel: The WS Security channel provides the WS-Security for the message. The 
WS-Security specification secured the communication of services or applications using message 
security.  
WS Reliable Messaging Channel: The WS Reliable messaging channel is responsible for 
successful message delivery.  
Encoders: This allows the message to pick number of available encodings for the communication.  
HTTP Channel: The HTTP Channel delivers the message by using HTTP protocol.  
TCP Channel: It delivers the message by using the TCP protocol.   
Transaction Flow Channel: It deals with the transaction of message patterns.  
NamedPipe Channel: The NamedPipe channel is responsible for the communication between the 
processes.  
MSMQ Channel: The MSMQ channel provides interoperability with the MSMQ.  

 

4.4.4 Activation and Hosting 
The Activation and Hosting layer of the WCF architecture used to start a service and host the 

service. Normally another application hosts the service, or a self-hosted as a same application. Below 
are the options for the Activation and Hosting of the WCF layer [75]: 

 
Windows Activation Service: The purpose of the Window Activation Service allows the application 
of WCF to start automatically when a computer starts running.  
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.EXE: This allows the service to run with the executable files.  
Windows Services: The Windows Service runs the WCF service.  
COM+: It is one of the good features of WCF service to run as a COM+ application.  

4.5 WCF Security 
4.5.1 Overview 

The secure WCF required implementing the security features like; auditing and logging, 
authentication, authorization, confidentiality, and integrity. WCF binding and behavior allow the 
developers to configure transfer security, authentication, authorization, impersonation, auditing and 
logging. The WCF use the SOAP message for the communication, transport security secured the 
messaged while using the network for communication. The transport security secured the whole 
communication while of the other side the message security secured the message. The WCF also 
provides the variety of authentication options such as UserName, Windows etc. In the authorization, 
the users select role-based security or resource-based security. The WCF impersonation and 
delegation supports the security of client side caller [76]. 

4.5.2 Bindings and Behaviors 
The overall WCF security for specific services configured through bindings and behaviors. 

Therefore, it is important to configure the behaviors and bindings according to the required settings. 
The general concept of bindings and behaviors is simple. Bindings are used to control the security 
mode, the client credential type etc. Behaviors control the impersonation levels and client 
authentication, authorization, and credentials.  The bindings options are used for the secured WCF 
service, some of the most common bindings of WCF are as under [76]:  

 
• basicHttpBinding 
• netTcpBinding 
• wsFederationHttpBinding 
• wsHttpBinding 
 
The WCF security by default provide transfer security and user authentication, only the 

BasicHttpBinding do not configure this type of security [76].  
 

4.5.3 Transfer Security 
To configure the type of transfer security, first select the binding. The transfer security provides 

two major type of security, security on the transport level or security on the message level. Each of 
these two types of transfer security has its own advantages and disadvantages. Furthermore, the 
transport security secures the overall communication channel that is why it only supports point-to-
point communication. On the other side, the message security secures the individual message, and 
supports the multipoint communication. Many cases from the WCF service perspectives support the 
transport security. Some main security modes exist in the WCF bindings are as under [76]: 

 
• None 
• Transport 
• Message 
• Both 
• TransportWithMessageCredential 
• TransportCredentialOnly  

 
Transport Security: By using the transport security, the user access or credentials identified in the 
transport layer. The user credentials based on the transport layer, and this transport layer includes 
TCP, IPC, MSMQ, and HTTP. These protocols use their own mechanism to protect the message and 
pass the user credentials. The transport security provides the point-to-point communication between 
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the client and service. The transport security provides the advantages of interoperability and improves 
the performance. The transport security also has some of the disadvantages. It only supports point-to-
point communication, and limited implementation of users’ credentials and claims as compare to 
message security [76].  

 
Message Security: The message security secures each individual message, and use the WS-Security 
specification. In the message security, any type of user credentials used according to the requirements. 
The message security used where a message transfers to the WCF service; and then that message 
forwards to other WCF services. For the WCF client that access the WCF service over the internet 
needs to secure the message communication between the client and service. The message security 
supports end-to-end security; it also used the selective message encryption and signing so it improves 
the application performance. One of the main advantages of the message security that is independent 
of transport, therefore it works with the variety of transport protocols [76]. 

 

4.5.4 Authentication 
The WCF authentication options depend on the transfer security that has two security features for 

the WCF client and service; transport security and message security. The WCF authentication options 
depend on the selection of binding because bindings do not support all the transport or message user 
credentials. The major authentication options used with transfer security are as under [76]: 

 
None: By using none option, the WCF service does not provide any security authentication to the 
users. Therefore, use this option where security is not an issue. However, in most of the cases, for the 
service and client communication does not recommend this option.  
 
Basic: The Basic security option in WCF is with the HTTP protocol. In this type of security, the 
client authenticated with the username and password. The service will also used SSL certificate for 
the secured communication.  
 
NTLM: This option exists with the HTTP protocol. The option is best suitable for the workgroup 
environment. The NTLM option is more secure than the Basic or Digest authentication. Windows 
credentials or SSL certificate used for the authentication.  
 
Windows: This option identifies the WCF service to use Kerberos in the domain and NTLM in a 
workgroup environment. The Windows token used to authenticate the caller against the active 
directory. The Windows option is the most secure authentication as compare to Basic, Digest, NTLM.  
 
Certificate: In this option the caller, use the X.509 client certificate that the WCF service validates 
with peer trust. The certificates used when the Windows authentication is not possible. The certificate 
option suits for the business-to-business cases.  
 
Issue Token: In this option, both the client and service depends on the secure issue token service, 
where client and service are trusted and use issue tokens. The Microsoft Windows CardSpace is a 
good example of the issue token service.  

 

4.5.5 Authorization 
Once the authentication is established, the next important step in the WCF security is the 

authorization. The authorization allows the users to request a service for a certain actions. The 
authorization performed on the WCF code in the service for the normal custom authorization 
providers including: ASP.NET role, Windows groups, Active Directory etc. [77]. The WCF provides 
three authorization approaches namely: Role based, Identity-based, and Resource-based [76]. 

 
Role-based: In the role-based approach of the authorization, the access operations secured according 
to the callers’ roles. The roles used within the application for the different users who have the 
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privileges of the same security.  Therefore, the users within the application mapped with the different 
roles. Below is the list of options that the WCF role-based approach provides [76]: 
 

• Windows groups 
• ASP.NET roles 
• SqlRoleProvider 
• WindowsTokenRoleProvider 
• AuthorizationStoreRoleProvider 
• Custom roles 

 
Identity-based: The WCF provides the Identity Model feature that relates with the role-based 
authorization. The Identity Model works with the policies and claims for the authorized clients. The 
clients’ claims compared with the WCF service policies, and then granted or denied by the service to 
access the resource or operation. The Identity Model is more useful when it work with the issue token 
authentication [76].  
 
Resource-based: In the WCF service the individual resources secured with the support of Windows 
access control lists (ACLs). The WCF service allows or denies the client to access the resource and 
this allows the operating system to perform the standard access checks. In the enterprise level 
applications where the security is on the basic level, the role-based or Identity-based approach is best 
suited. However, for large-scale intranet application where the service and client interact over the 
internet, the resource-based approach is best suited in those scenarios [76].  
 

 

4.5.6 Auditing 
The purpose of WCF Auditing is to audit the events like; authentication and authorization 

failures. The WCF auditing also used to detect an attack which is occurred or in progress. The good 
thing of WCF auditing is that, it can help you to debug security related problems [76].  

The Auditing enabled by configuring the element ServiceSecurityAuditBehavior. The event 
locations for the auditing can be specified in the auditLongLocation to log the events that are 
succeeded or failed. The WCF auditing is used for both the message authentication and the service 
authorization by using messageAuthenticationAuditLevel and serviceAuthorizationAuditLevel 
attributes [76]. 
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5 RELATED WORK  

5.1 Studies on Windows Communication Foundation 
In this section, previous studies regarding the performance evaluation of WCF are presented. 

 
In 2009, Microsoft has compared performance and scalability of .NET 3.5 WCF Web Services on 

Windows Server 2008 and Hewlett Packard BladeSystem C7000 with IBM WebSphere 7 JAX-WS on 
AIX 5.3 and IBM Power570; and on Windows Server 2008 and Hewlett Packard BladeSystem 
C7000. The throughput (requests per second) and price performance metric was measured. In trade 
middle tier web service benchmark, .NET StockTrader application with WCF based web service was 
compared against IBM WebSphere 7 Trade; Java EE 5 application with JAX-WS based web service. 
In web service benchmark, WSTest Web Service Benchmark application was used for .NET. A 
similar benchmark application based on JAX-WS was developed for IBM WebSphere. In both 
benchmarks, .NET performed better than IBM WebSphere 7. IBM WebSphere 7 on Windows Server 
2008 and Hewlett Packard Blade System C7000 performed better than on AIX 5.3 and IBM Power 
570 [14]. 

In 2008, Microsoft has compared the performance of .NET 3.5 Windows Communication 
Foundation Web Services on IIS 7.0 and Windows Server 2008 with IBM WebSphere 6.1.0.13 on 
WebSphere Apache-SOAP engine and Red Hat Linux Advanced Platform 5.  Sun Microsystems has 
developed WSTest 1.0; the Java based Web Service benchmark application. Microsoft has developed 
similar application WSTest 1.1 for .NET based web services.  Therefore the throughput (requests per 
second) was measured by running the respective benchmarks. The .NET 3.5 outperformed IBM 
WebSphere 6.1[27]. 

In 2008, Microsoft has compared the performance and the scalability of  .NET 3.5 Windows 
Communication Foundation (WCF) with IBM Web Sphere 6.1 in Web Services, Message-oriented 
transaction processing, data-driven Application (transaction services and data access from the middle-
tier). IBM has developed IBM WebSphere Trade 6.1 based on J2EE. Microsoft has developed its 
equivalent .NET StockTrader based on .NET Framework 3.5 WCF. Both are simple performance and 
capacity analysis applications of their respective platforms. The IBM WebSphere Trade 6.1 has not 
implemented any security settings. For the sake of fair comparison, the Microsoft has not used any 
additional security settings other than ASP.NET form based authentication. Microsoft compared the 
peak throughput  i.e. transactions per second(TPS)  and price performance metric (cost per TPS) of 
.NET StockTrader application deployed over Windows Server 2008 with IBM WebSphere Trade 6.1 
application with EJB mode and direct JDBC access deployed over Red Hat Linux Advanced Platform 
5 and Windows Server 2008.  In Web Services Benchmark .NET demonstrated better than IBM Web 
Sphere 6. The IMB Web Sphere on Linux Red Hat Advanced Platform 5 performed better than on 
Windows Server 2008. The messaging benchmark also showed the similar results [26]. 

The author Saurabh Gupta in [11], compared the performance of Windows Communication 
Foundation (WCF) with other existing technologies. The technologies used are ASMX, WSE, .NET 
Remoting and .Net Enterprise Services. The experiment showed that the performance of the WCF is 
better then the other existing technologies. The WCF throughput performance is scalable from a uni 
processor to quad processor. WCF is faster than ASP.NET Web Services and .NET Remoting. As 
.NET Enterprise Service it is depend on the load in some cases WCF is 100% faster than .NET 
Enterprise Service but in another case it is 25% slower [11]. It is important to mention here that author 
didn’t compare the performance from the interoperability perspectives. He computed the performance 
measurements from each technology and then compared with each other. 

5.2 Studies on other Middleware Technologies 
In this section some previous studies regarding the performance evaluation of middleware other 

than the WCF are presented.  
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The study in [18], compared the performance of the different implementations of SOAP with 
other technologies .They have conducted three tests on two machines to measure the latency. In first 
test they have benchmarked the four different implementations taken from some public/commercial 
usage.  They tested these implementation on different SOAP document/encoding styles. They 
observed that all of these implementations performed differently.  Moreover message size and 
document/encoding styles effect the SOAP performance.  Performance is degraded on increasing the 
message size. Document/Literal style shows the best performance. In second test they have compared 
the performance of SOAP with .NET Remoting (TCP Binary, TCP XML and HTTP XML) and 
DCOM.  They observed that SOAP showed the similar performance as .NET Remoting HTTP XML 
for small message size. Furthermore HTTP synchronization degrades the performance of SOAP even 
for smaller message size. In this case performance can be enhanced by turning off HTTP wait or using 
TCP binding. In third test they have investigated scalability of SOAP with different 
document/encoding styles in comparison with .NET Remoting, DCOM and Microsoft Message Queue 
(MSMQ). They observed that all the investigated technologies in this test are not scalable due 
increased in message size. Moreover document/encoding styles effect the SOAP scalability. 
Document/Literal is more scalable then RPC/Encoding style. The first two tests were conducted in 
LAN and the third one was conducted in WAN environment.  In addition to above they also presented 
and validated the simpler model for the performance estimation of Web Services and other alternative 
technologies [18].  

In 2006, [19] conducted study to evaluate the performance of Web Services Security (WSS) on 
Microsoft .NET Web Services Enhancement (WSE). They have designed the simple benchmark and 
measured the latency. They have conducted the experiments on two machines. They have conducted 
performance testing of a web service in secure and unsecure variants with different message payloads. 
They have applied different Web Service Security settings. They concluded that WSS Encryption 
showed best performance then WSS Signing. The performance of public keys Username and X509 
didn’t show remarkable variations [19].   

In 2007, [25] extended the model of [18] to evaluate the performance of web services. They have 
used the same study [19] in order to validate the model. They have conducted the experiments on two 
machines. They concluded that WSS Encryption showed best performance than WSS Signing. The 
performance of public keys Username and X509 didn’t show remarkable variations. They proposed 
this model for performance estimation of deployed web services on different environments [25]. 

The investigation in [10], have been on the functional and performance analysis. The main focus 
was on the comparison of Web services and Remote Method Invocation (RMI) in both unsecure as 
well as secure variants. They used the Windows operating system as well as Linux to conduct the 
performance tests. According to the functional differences, RMI is suitable for the distributed 
applications due to synchronous nature. While on the other hand web services are suitable for both 
synchronous and asynchronous operations. The main edge is to provide interoperability with other 
platforms which is most favorable for the dynamic service binding. The performance tests were 
conducted in both local and remote scenarios. In local scenarios, Linux showed better performance 
than Windows. In remote scenarios, Windows has the faster performance for RMI and RMI-SSL, 
while Linux has better performance for Web services and WS-Security. The measurements in the 
study showed that RMI is faster than Web services in all the scenarios. The main reason they given in 
the study for the slower performance of Web services in both unsecure as well as secure variants, 
when compare the performance with RMI and RMI-SSL is the message sizes when it is transfer over 
the network. The RMI used the binary protocol while the Web services used the XML based protocol. 
They also identified the performance bottlenecks, design and implementation principles which 
improve the performance. The differences in the performance of Web services and RMI affect the 
design and implementations of the distributed applications. So these important design and 
implementation principles can be useful for the distributed applications [10]. 

Another study [15], they compared Java RMI and .NET Remoting for the purpose that developers 
take the implementation decisions for the efficient distributed applications. Furthermore they 
compared the distributed technologies from two perspectives, design and architecture, then analyzed 
the performance of both the technologies.  The results showed notable differences in the efficiency of 
distributed technologies. In the given scenarios Java RMI overhead is on the small scale while .NET 
Remoting produced greater overhead [15].  
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The paper in [13], analyzed the performance of response time of a client and server application. 
They used three different enterprise middleware platforms which are HTTPServlets, RMI and Web 
services with JAX-RPC. They conducted performance testing to reveal the characteristics and 
analyzed the impact on the distributed application’s performance. The results in the experiment 
showed that the distributed middleware platforms change their behavior due to different loading 
conditions. They also discussed that in the distributed object model the Java RMI performed 
efficiently with the load conditions [13].  

The performance evaluation in [12], the authors investigated message oriented middleware 
(MOM) by using SPECjms2007 benchmark. The paper contributes in three different perspectives first 
they discussed the workload characteristics of SPECjms2007 for the understandability of the user. In 
second part they customized the workload for the purpose to evaluate the MOM performance aspects. 
In the third portion of the paper they conducted a performance analysis of the JMS platform for the 
different workload. They also purposed the methodology which has the ability to customize the 
workload [12]. 

Another investigation in [28], the performance of object oriented middleware and the 
measurements were evaluated. The discussion in the paper is on the performance aspects such are 
latency, data transmission time and scalability. More importantly they highly focused on the 
scalability from the performance perspectives. They developed the portable benchmark toolkit for the 
measurements.  They concluded that it is possible to measure and compare the performance of 
different middleware. Furthermore the portable benchmark toolkit was developed and helpful for the 
measurements of middleware software [28]. 

The study in [29], compared Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and CORBA. The purpose 
was to investigate the response time by using SOAP in comparison to CORBA. The results showed 
that direct use of SOAP degrade the response time up to factor 400 as compare to CORBA. The 
authors also identified some techniques which decreased the response time. Furthermore they 
investigated some reasons for the poor response time. When the techniques were applied on the 
SOAP, the response time was 7 times poor than CORBA. Therefore optimized implementations of 
SOAP are also slower than CORBA [29]. 

The study in [30], has analyzed the performance of Web Services. They identified five basic 
structures of web services. They applied the approach which can reduce the state space of a web 
services. The investigation were also analyzed the performance techniques [30]. 

The case study in [31] has challenged the pervious studies of [32] [23] [29] [24]. The aim of those 
pervious studies was to compare the performance of web services and distributed objects. The studies 
showed that web services didn’t perform efficiently when compared to traditional technologies. The 
authors in [31] argued that the pervious studies [32] [23] [29] [24], used the RPC communication style 
while web services support document-oriented style. Furthermore they argued that using a suitable 
scenario for the web services implementation, in that case they perform better to traditional 
technologies. They also concluded that the web services interfaces are poor to use. They developed 
their own technique for wrapping which are easy to use for the implementation of the distributed 
objects [31].  

The comparison and analysis in [24], they have been investigating different approaches for Java 
distributed applications. The authors compared approaches which have to communicate through 
firewalls and proxies. The experiments have been conducted for both local performance as well as 
networked performance. The results showed that RMI produce better performance than other 
alternatives of communication in Java distributed applications [24]. 
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6 IMPLEMENTATION  
This chapter highlights the general details about the implementation of prototypes. 

         

6.1 WCF Bindings  
We have developed the WCF service and clients of WCF, ASMX and Java. The unsecure and 

secured versions are developed. Windows Communication Foundation provides different bindings. 
Each binding provides some communication mechanism and selection of binding is the key in the 
development of services. Another most important feature, the binding provides is the security 
mechanism [85]. We have selected the three bindings NetNamedPipeBinding, NetTcpBinding and 
BasicHttpBinding for the implementation. 

The first thing in the selection of the binding is the protocol. NetNamedPipeBinding designed for 
on-machine (cross-process) communication and uses Named Pipes [76]. It provides transport security 
mode. As it is for on-machine communication, therefore no explicit authentication and authorization 
criterion is required.  

NetTcpBinding designed for cross-machine communication over TCP [76]. It provides Transport 
security, Message security and Transport security with message credentials as the security modes. We 
have implemented the authentication and role-based authorization on Windows and Certificate 
credentials in Transport security. We have selected the Windows and UserName credentials in 
Message security.  

BasicHttpBinding provides communication over HTTP and suitable for Web Services 
interoperability with WS-Basic Profile 1.1 including ASP.NET Web Services [76]. It is also 
interoperable with Java. BasicHttpBinding provides Transport, Message and Transport Credentials 
Only as security modes. We have used Basic, Windows and NTLM credentials for authentication and 
Windows credentials for the role-based authorization with Transport Credentials Only security mode.  

ASMX does not comply with WS-Security specifications; therefore, ASMX client does not 
support message level security [76].The security for the Java client implemented with Transport 
Credential Only mode. In this case, Basic credentials provided the authentication and Windows 
groups provided the role-based authorization.  Table 6.1 shows the selection of bindings for WCF 
service along with WCF Security and interacting clients’ applications. 

 
Table 6.1: Binding selection 

Binding 

WCF Service 

C
lie

nt
s Transfer Security 

(Confidentiality , Integrity and Authentication)
Authoriz-

ation 
(Role 

Based) A
ud

iti
ng

 

Mode Protection 
Level 

Encryption 
Algorithm 

Authentica
tion 

N
et

N
am

ed
-

Pi
pe

B
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di
ng

 None 
 

None - - - - 

W
C

F 

Transport Sign N.A N.A N.A √ 
 

Encrypt 
and Sign 

N.A N.A N.A √ 

N
et

T
cp

B
in

di
ng

 

None None - - - - 
Transport Sign N.A Windows  Windows  √ 

Encrypt 
and Sign 

N.A Windows Windows √ 

Encrypt 
and Sign 

N.A Certificate Certificate √ 

Message N.A Basic256 Windows Windows √ 
N.A Basic256 UserName UserName √ 
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N.A N.A Windows Windows √ 
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N.A N.A Basic Windows √ 
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N.A N.A NTLM Windows √ 
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X
 

W
C

F 

 
 

6.2 Service 
6.2.1 Service Contract and Data Contract 

The service contract created as an interface. Service contract exposed the operations for byte, 
integer, double, string, object, user defined object, arrays of byte, integer, double, object and user 
defined object. These are the only echo operations to receive an input and return it back to the client. 
The main reason of using the echo operations is to avoid further processing/computation related to 
programming framework other than the WCF. Service contract also exposed EmptyMethod operation 
that neither receives nor return any data. The operations contain simple types are referred as small 
datasets and the operations that contain array of types are referred as large datasets. 

We have used the data contract to define a user-defined class. This class encapsulated the 
primitive data types with maximum values. The following listening illustrates the service contract and 
data contract. 

 
[ServiceContract] 
    public interface IWcfService 
    { 
        #region Simple types operations: Small datasets 
          
        [OperationContract] 
        void EmptyMethod(); 
 
        [OperationContract] 
        byte ByteSimple(byte byteSimple); 
 
        [OperationContract] 
        int IntSimple(int intSimple); 
 
        [OperationContract] 
        double DoubleSimple(double doubleSimple); 
 
        [OperationContract] 
        string StringSimple(string stringSimple); 
 
        [OperationContract] 
        object ObjectSimple(object objectSimple); 
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        [OperationContract] 
        UDType UDTypeSimple(UDType udtypeSimple); 
          
        #endregion 
 
 
        #region Array types operations : Large datasets 
          
        [OperationContract] 
        byte[] ByteArray(byte[] byteArray); 
 
        [OperationContract] 
        int[] IntArray(int[] intArray); 
 
        [OperationContract] 
        double[] DoubleArray(double[] doubleArray); 
 
        [OperationContract] 
        object[] ObjectArray(object[] objectArray); 
 
        [OperationContract] 
        UDType[] UDTypeArray(UDType[] udtypeArray); 
          
        #endregion 
 
    } 
 
[DataContract] 
    public class UDType 
    {  
       . . . . . . .        
         public UDType( ) 
        {   
            . . . . . .             
        } 
    }           

 

6.2.2 Service Implementation 
We have implemented the service by implementing three classes defined as  WcfService, 

WcfServiceWin  and  WcfServiceCert. Each class provides the same functionality but has 
different access permissions. WcfServiceWin controls the authentication and authorization on the 
basis of Windows credentials. Similarly, WcfServiceCert is for Certificate based authentication 
and authorization and WcfService is without security. 

We have also constructed one another class to host the service according to bindings and security 
criterion as mentioned in section 6.1. This class enables the Service to communicate with three 
different clients including WCF, ASMX and Java. 

6.2.3 Communication Pattern 
The most important thing in the service-oriented applications is the communication pattern of 

sharing messages across the applications. In this study, WCF service and client applications 
communicate using request/reply message exchange pattern. 
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6.3 Clients 
We have developed the three clients for the WCF Service. The following subsections give the 

brief description of these clients. 

6.3.1 WCF Client 
We have developed WCF client by using NetNamedPipeBinding, NetTcpBinding and 

BasicHttpBinding. WCF client can communicate with the service in all scenarios including cross 
process, cross machine and in the scenario in which ASMX and Java clients communicate with the 
service.  

6.3.2 ASP.NET Web Service (ASMX) Client 
We have developed the ASMX client for the WCF Service. The major difference between ASMX 

client and the WCF client is that ASMX client consume the service in the way it consume the ASMX 
Web Service. The tool automatically generates the WSDL for ASMX client on adding reference of 
WCF service by using “Add Web Service Reference” feature. ASMX client can only consume the 
WCF service exposed using BasicHttpBinding. 

6.3.3 Java Client 
We have developed the Java client for the WCF Service. We have used open source product 

Metro to bridge WCF and Java. Metro is the Sun web services stack to achieve the interoperability. 
The Web Service Interoperability Technologies (WSIT) is the sub system of the Metro. It is resulted 
from the three years combined efforts of Sun and Microsoft to achieve interoperability of Web 
Services Enterprise technologies including security, reliable messaging, and atomic transactions [82]. 
Sun Microsystems and Microsoft have tested the interoperability of Metro Web Services and Web 
Services clients, with the WCF Web Services and WCF Web Services clients’ applications [20]. 
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7 EXPERIMENT  
In this chapter, we presented the experiments setup. The chapter contains the information about 

the experiment environment, performance measurement and experiment execution.  

7.1 Experiment Environment 
We have conducted the experiments in laboratory (Testlab), Blekinge Institute of Technology, 

Ronneby, Sweden. The Testlab is suitable for these experiments, because the laboratory is reliable due 
to the higher specifications of machines. The laboratory is different from the other laboratories and 
designated for the middleware experiments due to administrator access privileges on the machines.  

We have used two machines in a Client/Server model in the experiments. Server machine was 
running the WCF service and client machine was running the clients applications. Both machines 
have same hardware and software specifications and given in the subsequent sub sections. 

 

7.1.1 Hardware 
 
         Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 CPU 6600 @ 2.40HGz 2.40GHz 

Memory: 2.00 GB 
Network: Workgroup  
Network Adapter: Intel(R) PRO/1000 GT Desktop Adapter 
Hard Drive: 300 GB 
Virtual Memory: 2047 MB 
Network Card Speed: 100 Mbps 

 

7.1.2 Software 
 

Operating System: Microsoft Windows 7 Professional (64-bit) 
Other Tools/Frameworks: 

Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Ultimate Edition Beta 2 
Microsoft .NET Framework v4.0 
CLR v4.0 
NetBeans IDE 6.8 (Build 200912041610) 
JDK v1.6 
JRE v6 
Metro 2.0 

 

7.1.3 Network 
The machines are connected with the high-speed (100 Mbps) network, for the purpose to avoid 

the network bottlenecks in the performance tests.  

7.2 Performance Measurement 
 

7.2.1 Performance Metrics  
We have investigated the following metrics in the study: 

Throughput 
The throughput is a performance concern that provides meaningful performance measurements on 

the product capacity that validates different component or system. According to throughput 
measurements, we can find the throughput in processing events, messages, or transaction in a given 
time period [79]. 
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Response Time/Latency 
The response time is an important factor in performance testing. The aim of the response time is 

that the system generates correct response that is mainly based on the client’s request, based on the 
given performance requirements. The other performance concern is the latency, which is the measure 
of the delay time of transferring messages, processing events etc., [79]. 

Resource Utilization 
The resource utilization is continuously validating in the system performance and evaluation. The 

main purpose of the resource utilization is to measure the different system resources by the 
components and systems under a system loads. For the test and evaluation of system performance, the 
resources include CPU, memory etc., [79]. 

 

7.2.2 Measurement Criteria 
We have used instrumentation to measure the performance attributes. Each client applications 

have capability to run the concurrent threads. Each thread simulated a user that connected to the WCF 
service and invoked some operation.  Moreover, we have instrumented the clients’ applications code 
to capture the data related to the performance of operation. 

Throughput 
The difference between the time (in seconds) of starting first thread and termination of last thread 

is noted. This time is server time to complete the concurrent requests. On dividing total request by the 
noted time results the number of requests completed per second (throughput).  

Response Time 
We have measured the response time by calculating the time spent on each request. As the client 

application is running the concurrent threads, we have summed up the time in milliseconds spent on 
each request and stored as total time. When all the requests are completed, we have calculated the 
average response time by dividing the total time by total number of request.  

Resource Utilization 
Visual Studio provides performance-testing tool. This tool has feature to instrument the 

application and capture the variety of the performance counters at a regular interval. We have used the 
counters given in Table 7.1 to measure the resource consumption of the server machine when running 
the service in experiments [16].  

 
Table 7.1: Resource Measurement 

Resource Performance Counter 
Processor \Processor(_Total)\% Processor Time 
Memory  \Memory\Available MBytes 

 

7.3 Experiment Execution 
Before the experiments, we have stopped the unused services and applications of the operating 

system. Client application runs maximum 300 threads (concurrent) to invoke the service operation. 
We have increased the number of thread from one to 50 with the interval of 10 threads and from 50 to 
300 with the interval of 25 threads. We have conducted the series of the experiments given in the 
Table 7.2. 

For each test in the Table 7.2, we have captured the metrics against the operation invoked by the 
client in the following criterion: 

1. Empty operation 
2. One byte with maximum value 
3. One integer with  maximum value 
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4. One double with maximum value 
5. One empty string 
6. String with one character 
7. String with 500 characters 
8. String with 1000 characters 
9. One object 
10. One user defined object with maximum value 
11. Array of bytes with 500 elements 
12. Array of bytes with 1000 elements 
13. Array of integers with 500 elements 
14. Array of integers with 1000 elements 
15. Array of doubles with 500 elements 
16. Array of double with 1000 elements 
17. Array of objects with 500 elements 
18. Array of objects with 1000 elements 
19. Array of user defined type 500 objects 
20. Array of user defined type with 1000 objects 

 
 

Table 7.2: Test Scenarios 
No. Test Scenarios Client 

 On-Machine Communication: NetNamedPipeBinding  
1  No Security WCF 
2  Transport Security Protection Level Sign WCF 
3  Transport Security Protection Level Encrypt and Sign WCF 

 
 Cross-Machine Communication: NetTcpBinding  

4  No Security WCF 
5  Transport Security Protection Level Sign, Windows 

Credentials 
WCF 

6  Transport Security Protection Level Encrypt and Sign, 
Windows Credentials 

WCF 

7  Transport Security Protection Level Encrypt and Sign, 
Certificate Credentials 

WCF 

8  Message Security, Windows Credentials WCF 
9  Message Security, UserName Credentials WCF 

 
 Interoperability: BasicHttpBinding  

10  No Security ASMX 
11  No Security Java 
12  No Security WCF 
13  Transport Credentials Only, Windows Credentials ASMX 
14  Transport Credentials Only, Windows Credentials WCF 
15  Transport Credentials Only, Basic Credentials ASMX 
16  Transport Credentials Only, Basic Credentials Java 
17  Transport Credentials Only, Basic Credentials WCF 
18  Transport Credentials Only, NTLM Credentials ASMX 
19  Transport Credentials Only, NTLM Credentials WCF 
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8 EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
In this chapter we present the results of our experiments. During the experiments throughput, 

response time and resource utilization (CPU, memory) have been measured. These measurements are 
captured against empty method and data types including byte, integer, double, object, UDType, string, 
arrays of bytes, integers, doubles, objects and UDType. The experiments are performed on the 
different size of data sets and  concurrent clients, and effects are measured.  During the experiments  
secure and unsecure variants of WCF service, WCF client, ASMX client, and Java client are used to 
capture these measures.   

In this chapter, we have presented and discussed interesting results only. The rest of the results 
included in the Appendix A. The response time values on first client observed higher than the 
increasing number of clients. In order to depict the clear difference in the behavior of the bindings, the 
figures present the response time results from 20 clients onwards.   

8.1 Response Time and Throughput Measurements of 
NetNamedPipeBinding and NetTcpBinding 

NetNamedPipeBinding is for on-machine/inter-process communication and NetTcpBinding is for 
cross machine communication. Both bindings designed for .NET-to-.NET communication. This 
section will present and discuss the performance behaviors of these two bindings in unsecure and 
secure implementations of WCF service and clients.  

Due to long nomenclature of bindings, it is impossible to label the full name of binding in the 
graphs. Therefore, we have used the following abbreviations in the subsequent results: 

 
TcpNoSec: WCF service exposed using NetTcpBinding without security, when client is 
running on another machine. 
 
PipeNoSec: WCF service exposed using NetNamedPipeBinding without security, when client 
is running on same machine. 
 
PipeTptSgnWin: WCF service exposed using NetNamedPipeBinding, when client is running 
on same machine.  Security mode is Transport with Protection Level Sign and Windows 
Credentials.  
 
PipeTptEncWin: WCF service exposed using NetNamedPipeBinding, when client is 
running on same machine. Security mode is Transport with Protection Level Encrypt and 
Sign; and Windows Credentials. 
 
TcpTptSgnWin: WCF service exposed using NetTcpBinding, when client is running on 
another machine. Security mode is Transport with Protection Level Sign and Windows 
Credentials.  
 
TcpTptEncWin: WCF service exposed using NetTcpBinding, when client is running on 
another machine. Security mode is Transport with Protection Level Encrypt and Sign; and 
Windows Credentials.  
 
TcpTptEncCert: WCF service exposed using NetTcpBinding, when client is running on 
another machine. Security mode is Transport with Protection Level Encrypt and Sign; and 
Certificate Credentials. 
 
TcpMsgWin: WCF service exposed using NetTcpBinding, when client is running on another 
machine. Security mode is Message with Windows Credentials. 
 
TcpMsgUName: WCF service exposed using NetTcpBinding, when client is running on 
another machine. Security mode is Message with UserName Credentials.  
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8.1.1 Empty Method 
Figures 8.1(a), (b) and (c) show the response time of secure and unsecure WCF service with 

NetTcpBinding and NetNamedPipeBinding for empty method. The unsecure variants (TcpNoSec and 
PipeNoSec) performed better response time than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF Service, PipeNoSec showed higher response time on significant 
difference than the TcpNoSec on first client. The response time decreased as the number of clients 
increased. The difference in the response time of PipeNoSec and TcpNoSec decreased on 20 clients. It 
was an excellent decrease in the response time of the PipeNoSec.  

According to Figure 8.1 (c), PipeNoSec showed better response time than TcpNoSec on 30 
clients. Results also showed that on 40 clients, response time of PipeNoSec was higher than the 
TcpNoSec, but the difference was slight in comparison to the behavior on the earlier clients. Again, 
PipeNoSec showed better response time than TcpNoSec from 42 clients onwards. The response time 
of both bindings coincided on 200 clients, but PipeNoSec showed better response time up to 300 
clients. The overall results for empty method shows that when the number of clients increased over 
the time, PipeNoSec performed better response time than TcpNoSec for empty method. 

In case of secure WCF Services, response time of all bindings was high on first client.  
TcpMsgWin showed first highest response time on first client. TcpTptEncWin showed the second, 
PipeTptSgnWin showed third highest response times. TcpMsgUName showed the fourth and 
TcpTptEncCert showed the fifth highest response times on first client. PipeTptSgnWin showed the 
better response times than all other bindings on first client. TcpTptSgnWin showed the second lowest 
response time on first client. 

According to Figures 8.1 (a) and (b), PipeTptSgnWin showed best response time for increasing 
number of clients. TcpTptSgnWin and PipeTptSgnWin showed similar pattern from 150 to 300 
clients. PipeTptEncWin also showed stable response time from 125 clients onwards. According to 
Figures 8.1 (a) and (b), TcpTptEncWin performed the fourth best and TcpTptEncCert showed the 
fifth best response time on increasing number of clients. TcpMsgUName showed the first and 
TcpMsgWin showed the second high response time on increasing number of clients for empty 
method.  

Figure 8.1(d) shows the throughput of secure and unsecure WCF service with NetTcpBinding and 
NetNamedPipeBinding for empty method. The unsecure variants (TcpNoSec and PipeNoSec) 
performed better than the secure variants of the service.  

In case of unsecure WCF Services, TcpNoSec showed better throughput from the start, and 
becomes stable between 600 to 700 requests per second from 15 to 300 clients. PipeNoSec also 
showed better throughput on increase in the number of clients. Therefore, TcpNoSec showed the 
better throughput than the PipeNoSec for empty method.  

In case of secure WCF Services, TcpTptSgnWin showed the best throughput on increasing 
number of clients. Throughput of TcpTptSgnWin became stable between 430 and 460 requests per 
second from 150 clients onwards.  Secondly, the TcpTptEncWin showed the best throughput after 
TcpTptSgnWin for increasing number of clients. PipeTptSgnWin showed the third best throughput 
with stability between 240 and 260 requests per second from 20 clients onwards. PipeTptEncWin also 
showed best throughput after PipeTptSgnWin.  TcpTptEncCert showed throughput below 200 
requests per second for increasing number of clients. TcpMsgWin and TcpMsgUName were with 
lowest throughput for empty method on increasing number of clients. 
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(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure 8.1 : Response Time and Throughput for Empty Method 

 

8.1.2 Integer 
Figures 8.2(a), (b) and (c) show the response time of secure and unsecure WCF service with 

NetTcpBinding and NetNamedPipeBinding for integer data type. The unsecure variants (TcpNoSec 
and PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF Services, on first client response time of PipeNoSec was extremely 
higher than the TcpNoSec. The response time observed decreasing on increase in the number of 
clients. There was decrease in the response time of the PipeNoSec on 10 clients.  

According to Figure 8.2 (c), PipeNoSec showed better response time than TcpNoSec on 20 
clients. On 30 clients, PipeNoSec showed higher response time than TcpNoSec. On 40 clients, 
PipeNoSec showed better response time than TcpNoSec. PipeNoSec repeats this pattern up to 300 
clients. On 300 clients, response time of PipeNoSec showed upward than the TcpNoSec. Overall 
TcpNoSec showed the stability in the response time and performed better than PipeNoSec on increase 
in the number of clients for integer data type.  

In case of secure WCF Services, PipeTptSgnWin and PipeTptSgnWin showed the best response 
time on first client. The response time values of all other bindings showed high on one client. The 
response time of these bindings except TcpMsgUName was decreasing on increase the number of 
clients.  

According to Figures 8.2 (a) and (b), TcpMsgUName showed the highest response time. 
Furthermore, TcpTptEncCert and TcpMsgWin showed the higher response time on increasing number 
of clients. PipeTptEncWin, TcpTptSgnWin and PipeTptSgnWin showed the best response time on 
increasing number of clients. After these, TcpTptEncWin showed the best response time for integer 
data type on increase in increasing number of clients. 

Figure 8.2(d) shows the throughput of secure and unsecure WCF service with NetTcpBinding and 
NetNamedPipeBinding for integer data type. The unsecure variants (TcpNoSec and PipeNoSec) 
performed better throughput than the secure variants of the service. 
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In case of unsecure WCF Services, TcpNoSec showed better throughput from the start, and 
becomes stable between 600 to 700 requests per second from 20 to 300 clients. PipeNoSec also 
showed stable throughput on increase in the number of clients. Therefore, TcpNoSec showed the 
better throughput than the PipeNoSec for integer data type. 

In case of secure WCF Services, TcpTptSgnWin showed the best throughput on increasing 
number of clients. Throughput of TcpTptSgnWin became stable between 400 and 450 requests per 
second from 175 clients onwards.  Secondly, the TcpTptEncWin showed the best throughput after 
TcpTptSgnWin for increasing number of clients. PipeTptSgnWin showed the third best throughput 
with stability between 250 and 280 requests per second from 75 clients onwards. PipeTptEncWin also 
showed best throughput after PipeTptSgnWin.  TcpTptEncCert showed throughput below 200 
requests per second for increasing number of clients. TcpMsgWin and TcpMsgUName were with 
lowest throughput for integer data type on increasing number of clients. 

 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure 8.2 : Response Time and Throughput for Integer  

 

8.1.3 Double 
Figures 8.3(a), (b) and (c) show the response time of secure and unsecure WCF service with 

NetTcpBinding and NetNamedPipeBinding for double data type. The unsecure variants (TcpNoSec 
and PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF Services, on one client the response time of PipeNoSec was extremely 
higher than the TcpNoSec. The response time observed decreasing on increase in the number of 
clients.  

According to Figure 8.3(c), response times of both bindings coincided on 30 clients and 75 
clients. On 50 clients, PipeNoSec showed better response time than the TcpNoSec. However, on 
increase in the number of clients, PipeNoSec showed higher response time at a great difference than 
the TcpNoSec. Overall TcpNoSec showed the stability in the response time and performed better than 
PipeNoSec on increase in the number of clients for double data type.  
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In case of secure WCF Services, PipeTptSgnWin showed the best response time on one client. 
After that, PipeTptSgnWin showed the best response time on one client. The response time values of 
all other bindings showed high on one client. The response time of these bindings except 
TcpMsgUName was decreasing on increase in number clients.  

According to Figures 8.3 (a) and (b), TcpMsgUName showed the highest response time. After 
that, TcpTptEncCert and TcpMsgWin showed the higher response time on increasing number of 
clients. Results showed that PipeTptEncWin, TcpTptSgnWin and PipeTptSgnWin showed the best 
response time on increasing number of clients. After these, TcpTptEncWin showed the best response 
time for double data type on peak load conditions. 

Figure 8.3(d) shows the throughput of secure and unsecure WCF service with NetTcpBinding and 
NetNamedPipeBinding for double data type. The unsecure variants (TcpNoSec and PipeNoSec) 
performed better than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF Services, TcpNoSec shows better throughput from the start, and 
becomes stable between 600 to 700 requests per second from 30 to 300 clients. The throughput of 
PipeNoSec was below 600 requests per second from 125 clients onwards. Therefore, TcpNoSec 
showed the better throughput than the PipeNoSec for double data type. 

In case of secure WCF Services, TcpTptSgnWin and TcpTptEncWin showed the best throughput 
on increasing number of clients. Throughput of both bindings became stable between 380 and 450 
requests per second from 175 clients onwards.  After these, PipeTptSgnWin and PipeTptEncWin 
showed the best throughput with stability between 250 and 300 requests per second from 150 clients 
onwards. TcpTptEncCert showed throughput below 200 requests per second for increasing number of 
clients. TcpMsgWin and TcpMsgUName were with lowest throughput for double data type on 
increasing number of clients. 

 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure 8.3 : Response Time and Throughput for Double  
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8.1.4 UDType 
Figures 8.4(a), (b) and (c) show the response time of secure and unsecure WCF service with 

NetTcpBinding and NetNamedPipeBinding for UDType data type. The unsecure variants (TcpNoSec 
and PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF Services, on one client response time of PipeNoSec was extremely 
higher than the TcpNoSec. The response time observed decreasing on increase in the number of 
clients.  

According to Figure 8.4(c), on increase in the number of clients, response time of PipeNoSec 
became higher than the TcpNoSec. Overall TcpNoSec showed the stability in the response time and 
performed better than PipeNoSec on increase in the number of clients for UDType data type.  

In case of secure WCF Services, PipeTptSgnWin showed the best response time on first client. 
The response time values of all other bindings showed high on the one client. The response time of 
these bindings was decreasing on increase in the number of clients.  

According to Figures 8.4 (a) and (b), TcpMsgUName showed the highest response time. After 
that, TcpTptEncCert and TcpMsgWin showed the higher response time on increasing number of 
clients. PipeTptEncWin, TcpTptSgnWin and PipeTptSgnWin showed the best response time on 
increasing number of clients. After these, TcpTptEncWin showed the best response time for UDType 
on increase in users load. 

Figure 8.4(d) shows the throughput of secure and unsecure WCF service with NetTcpBinding and 
NetNamedPipeBinding for UDType data type. The unsecure variants (TcpNoSec and PipeNoSec) 
performed better than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF Services, TcpNoSec shows better throughput from the start, and 
becomes stable between 600 to 700 requests per second from 20 to 250 and 300 clients. PipeNoSec 
showed throughput below 600 requests per second on increase in the number of clients. Therefore, 
TcpNoSec showed the better throughput than the PipeNoSec for UDType data type. 

In case of secure WCF Services, TcpTptSgnWin showed the best throughput on increasing 
number of clients. Throughput of TcpTptSgnWin became stable between 400 and 450 requests per 
second from 200 clients onwards.  Secondly, the TcpTptEncWin showed the best throughput after 
TcpTptSgnWin for increasing number of clients. PipeTptSgnWin showed the third best throughput 
with stability between 230 and 260 requests per second from 75 clients onwards. PipeTptEncWin also 
showed best throughput after PipeTptSgnWin.  TcpTptEncCert showed throughput below 200 
requests per second for increasing number of clients. TcpMsgWin and TcpMsgUName were with 
lowest throughput for UDType on increasing number of clients. 

 

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 
Figure 8.4: Response Time and Throughput for UDType 

 

8.1.5 String 

String with one character 
Figures 8.5(a), (b) and (c) show the response time of secure and unsecure WCF service with 

NetTcpBinding and NetNamedPipeBinding for string data type with one character. The unsecure 
variants (TcpNoSec and PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF Services, on one client response time of PipeNoSec was extremely 
higher than the TcpNoSec. The response time observed decreasing on increase in the number of 
clients. The response time of the PipeNoSec decreased on 10 clients.  

According to Figure 8.5(c), on increase in the number of clients, response time of PipeNoSec 
became higher than the TcpNoSec. Overall TcpNoSec showed the stability in the response time and 
performed better than PipeNoSec on increase in the number of clients for string data type with one 
character. 

In case of secure WCF Services, PipeTptEncWin showed the best response time on one client. 
After that, TcpTptEncWin, showed the best response time on one client. The response time values of 
all other bindings showed high on one client. The response time of these bindings was decreasing on 
increase in the number of clients.  

According to Figures 8.5 (a) and (b), TcpMsgUName showed the highest response time. After 
that, TcpTptEncCert and TcpMsgWin showed the high response time on increasing number of clients. 
PipeTptEncWin, TcpTptSgnWin and PipeTptSgnWin showed the best response time on increasing 
number of clients. After these, TcpTptEncWin showed the best response time for string with one 
character on increase in number of clients. 

Figure 8.5(d) shows the throughput of secure and unsecure WCF service with NetTcpBinding and 
NetNamedPipeBinding for string data type with one character. The unsecure variants (TcpNoSec and 
PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF Services, TcpNoSec shows better throughput from the start, and 
becomes stable between 600 to 700 requests per second from 10 to 40 and 75 to 300 clients. 
PipeNoSec showed throughput below 600 requests per second on increase in the number of clients. 
Therefore, TcpNoSec showed the better throughput than the PipeNoSec for string data type with one 
character. 

In case of secure WCF Services, TcpTptSgnWin showed the best throughput on increasing 
number of clients. Throughput of TcpTptSgnWin became stable between 400 and 450 requests per 
second from 150 clients onwards.  Secondly, the TcpTptEncWin showed the best throughput after 
TcpTptSgnWin for increasing number of clients. PipeTptSgnWin showed the third best throughput 
with stability between 230 and 270 requests per second from 75 clients onwards. PipeTptEncWin also 
showed best throughput after PipeTptSgnWin.  TcpTptEncCert showed throughput below 200 
requests per second for increasing number of clients. TcpMsgWin and TcpMsgUName were with 
lowest throughput for string with one character on increasing number of clients. 
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(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure 8.5: Response Time and Throughput for String with one Character 

 

String with 1000 characters 
Figures 8.6(a), (b) and (c) show the response time of secure and unsecure WCF service with 

NetTcpBinding and NetNamedPipeBinding for string data type with 1000 characters. The unsecure 
variants (TcpNoSec and PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF Services, on one client response times of both bindings were extremely 
higher than on the further clients. The response time observed decreasing on increase in the number of 
clients. PipeNoSec and TcpNoSec showed similar response times on 10 clients.  

According to Figure 8.6(c), response time of TcpNoSec was 1.2 milliseconds higher than 
response time of PipeNoSec on 20 clients. After 20 clients, the response time of TcpNoSec was 
decreasing. Both bindings showed same result on 40 clients. Both bindings showed overlapping 
pattern of response time from 40 clients onwards. According to results, when number of clients’ 
increases over the time, both bindings showed similar response times for string data type with 1000 
characters. 

In case of secure WCF Services, TcpTptEncWin and TcpTptSgnWin showed the best response 
time on one client. The response time values of all other bindings showed high on one client. The 
response time of these bindings was decreasing on increase in number of clients.  

According to Figures 8.6 (a) and (b), TcpMsgUName showed the highest response time. After 
that, TcpTptEncCert and TcpMsgWin showed the higher response time on increasing number of 
clients. According to results, PipeTptEncWin, TcpTptSgnWin and PipeTptSgnWin showed the best 
response time on increasing number of clients. After these, TcpTptEncWin showed the best response 
time for string with 1000 characters on increase in number of clients. 

Figure 8.6(d) shows the throughput of secure and unsecure WCF service with NetTcpBinding and 
NetNamedPipeBinding for string data type with 1000 characters. The unsecure variants (TcpNoSec 
and PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service. 
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In case of unsecure WCF Services, TcpNoSec shows better throughput from the start, and 
becomes stable between 600 to 700 requests per second from 10 clients onwards. PipeNoSec showed 
throughput below 600 requests per second on increase in the number of clients. Therefore, TcpNoSec 
showed the better throughput than the PipeNoSec for string data type with 1000 characters. 

In case of secure WCF Services, TcpTptSgnWin showed the best throughput on increasing 
number of clients.  Secondly, the TcpTptEncWin showed the best throughput after TcpTptSgnWin for 
increasing number of clients. PipeTptSgnWin showed the third best throughput with stability between 
230 and 270 requests per second from 150 clients onwards. PipeTptEncWin also showed best 
throughput after PipeTptSgnWin.  TcpTptEncCert showed throughput below 200 requests per second 
for increasing number of clients. TcpMsgWin and TcpMsgUName were with lowest throughput for 
string with 1000 characters on increasing number of clients. 

 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure 8.6: Response Time and Throughput for String with 1000 Characters 
 

8.1.6 Array of Integers 

Array of Integers with 500 elements 
Figures 8.7(a), (b) and (c) show the response time of secure and unsecure WCF service with 

NetTcpBinding and NetNamedPipeBinding for array of integers with 500 elements. The unsecure 
variants (TcpNoSec and PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF Services, on one client response time of both PipeNoSec was high. The 
response times observed decreasing on increase in the number of clients. PipeNoSec showed better 
response time than TcpNoSec on 10 clients. 

According to Figure 8.7(c), PipeNoSec showed better response time than TcpNoSec up to 250 
clients (except 20 and 200 clients). TcpNoSec also showed better response time on increase in the 
number of clients from 275 and 300clients for array of integers with 500 elements.  
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In case of secure WCF Services, TcpTptSgnWin showed the best response time on 1 client. The 
response time values of all other bindings showed high on one client. The response time of these 
bindings was decreasing on increase the number of clients.  

According to Figures 8.7 (a) and (b), TcpMsgUName showed the highest response time. 
TcpMsgWin showed the higher response time than other variants on 225 clients and from 275 clients 
onwards. After these, TcpTptEncCert showed the higher response time on increasing number of 
clients. PipeTptSgnWin and PipeTptEncWin showed the best response time on increasing number of 
clients. After these, TcpTptEncWin and TcpTptSgnWin showed the best response time for array of 
integers with 500 elements on increase in users load. 

Figure 8.7(d) shows the throughput of secure and unsecure WCF service with NetTcpBinding and 
NetNamedPipeBinding for array of integers with 500 elements. The unsecure variants (TcpNoSec and 
PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service.  

 In case of unsecure WCF Services, PipeNoSec showed better throughput on 1, 10, 30 and 100 
clients. However, in all other cases TcpNoSec shows better throughput, and becomes stable between 
650 to 700 requests per second from 20 to 250 and on 300 clients. PipeNoSec showed throughput 
below 600 requests per second on increase in the number of clients. Therefore, TcpNoSec showed the 
better throughput than the PipeNoSec for array of integers with 500 elements. 

In case of secure WCF Services, TcpTptSgnWin showed the best throughput on increasing 
number of clients.  Secondly, the TcpTptEncWin showed the best throughput after TcpTptSgnWin for 
increasing number of clients. PipeTptSgnWin showed the third best throughput with stability between 
230 and 270 requests per second from 75 clients onwards. PipeTptEncWin also showed best 
throughput after PipeTptSgnWin.  TcpTptEncCert showed throughput below 200 requests per second 
for increasing number of clients. TcpMsgWin and TcpMsgUName were with lowest throughput for 
array of integers with 500 elements on increasing number of clients. 

 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure 8.7: Response Time and Throughput for Array of 500 Integers 
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Array of Integers with 1000 elements 
Figures 8.8(a), (b) and (c) show the response time of secure and unsecure WCF service with 

NetTcpBinding and NetNamedPipeBinding for array of array of integers with 1000 elements. The 
unsecure variants (TcpNoSec and PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF Services, on one client response time of both PipeNoSec was high. The 
response times observed decreasing on increase in the number of clients. PipeNoSec showed better 
response time than TcpNoSec on 10 clients. 

According to Figure 8.8(c), PipeNoSec showed better response time than TcpNoSec on increase 
in the number of clients from 20 to 300 (except 200 clients) for array of integers with 500 elements.  

In case of secure WCF Services, TcpTptEncWin, TcpTptSgnWin and PipeTptEncWin showed the 
best response time on one client. The response time values of all other bindings showed high on one 
client. The response time of these bindings was decreasing on increase the number of clients.  

According to Figures 8.8 (a) and (b), TcpMsgUName showed the highest response time. After 
that, TcpMsgWin and TcpTptEncCert showed the higher response time on increasing number of 
clients. PipeTptSgnWin, PipeTptEncWin and TcpTptSgnWin showed the best response time on 
increasing number of clients. After these, TcpTptEncWin showed the best response time for array of 
integers with 1000 elements on large number of clients. 

Figure 8.8(d) shows the throughput of secure and unsecure WCF service with NetTcpBinding and 
NetNamedPipeBinding for array of integers with 1000 elements. The unsecure variants (TcpNoSec 
and PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service.  

 In case of unsecure WCF Services, TcpNoSec shows better throughput than PipeNoSec, and 
becomes stable between 600 to 730 requests per second from 30 clients onwards. The PipeNoSec 
performed throughput below 600 requests per second when the number of clients increased. 

In case of secure WCF Services, TcpTptSgnWin showed the best throughput  on increasing 
number of clients.  Throughput of TcpTptSgnWin became stable between 340 and 400 requests per 
second from 100 clients onwards. Secondly, the TcpTptEncWin showed the best throughput after 
TcpTptSgnWin for increasing number of clients. PipeTptSgnWin showed the third best throughput 
with stability between 230 and 270 requests per second from 125 clients onwards. PipeTptEncWin 
also showed best throughput after PipeTptSgnWin.  TcpTptEncCert showed throughput below 200 
requests per second for increasing number of clients. TcpMsgWin and TcpMsgUName were with 
lowest throughput for array of integers with 1000 elements on increasing number of clients. 

 

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 
Figure 8.8: Response Time and Throughput for Array of 1000 Integers 

 

8.1.7 Array of Doubles 

Array of Doubles with 500 elements 
Figures 8.9(a), (b) and (c) show the response time of secure and unsecure WCF service with 

NetTcpBinding and NetNamedPipeBinding for array of doubles with 500 elements. The unsecure 
variants (TcpNoSec and PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF Services, on one client response time of both PipeNoSec was high. The 
response times was observed decreasing on increase in the number of clients  

According to Figure 8.9(c), TcpNoSec showed better response time than PipeNoSec on 20 clients 
only. PipeNoSec showed better response time than TcpNoSec on increase in the number of clients 
from 30 to 300 clients for array of doubles with 500 elements.  

In case of secure WCF Services, TcpTptEncWin and TcpTptSgnWin showed the best response 
time on 1 client. All other bindings showed the high response time values on one client.  

According to Figures 8.9 (a) and (b), TcpMsgUName showed the highest response time. After 
that, TcpMsgWin and TcpTptEncCert showed the higher response time on increasing number of 
clients. PipeTptSgnWin and PipeTptEncWin showed the best response time on increasing number of 
clients. After these, TcpTptSgnWin and TcpTptEncWin showed the best response time for array of 
doubles with 500 elements on increasing number of clients. 

Figure 8.9(d) shows the throughput of secure and unsecure WCF service with NetTcpBinding and 
NetNamedPipeBinding for array of doubles with 500 elements. The unsecure variants (TcpNoSec and 
PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF Services, TcpNoSec shows better throughput from the start, and 
becomes stable between 600 to 700 requests per second from 75to 300 clients. The throughput of 
PipeNoSec was below 600 requests per second when the number of clients increased. Therefore, 
TcpNoSec showed the better throughput than the PipeNoSec for array of doubles with 500 elements. 

In case of secure WCF Services, TcpTptSgnWin showed the best throughput on increasing 
number of clients.  Throughput of TcpTptSgnWin became stable between 340 and 400 requests per 
second from 100 clients onwards. Secondly, the TcpTptEncWin showed the best throughput after 
TcpTptSgnWin for increasing number of clients. PipeTptSgnWin showed the third best throughput 
with stability between 230 and 270 requests per second from 125 clients onwards. PipeTptEncWin 
also showed best throughput after PipeTptSgnWin.  TcpTptEncCert showed throughput below 200 
requests per second for increasing number of clients. TcpMsgWin and TcpMsgUName were with 
lowest throughput for array of doubles with 500 elements on increasing number of clients. 
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(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure 8.9: Response Time and Throughput for Array of Doubles with 500 Elements 

Array of Doubles with 1000 elements 
Figures 8.10(a), (b) and (c) show the response time of secure and unsecure WCF service with 

NetTcpBinding and NetNamedPipeBinding for array of doubles with 1000 elements. The unsecure 
variants (TcpNoSec and PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF Services, on one client response time of PipeNoSec was higher than 
TcpNoSec at a great difference. The response times observed decreasing on increase in the number of 
clients. PipeNoSec showed better response time than TcpNoSec on 10 clients. According to Figure 
8.10(c), PipeNoSec showed better response time than TcpNoSec on increase in the number of clients 
up to 300 clients for array of doubles with 1000 elements.  

In case of secure WCF Services, PipeTptEncWin showed the best response time on one client. All 
other bindings showed the high response time values on one client. According to Figures 8.10 (a) and 
(b), TcpMsgUName showed the highest response time from 10 clients onwards. After that, 
TcpMsgWin and TcpTptEncCert showed the higher response time on increasing number of clients. 
PipeTptSgnWin and PipeTptEncWin showed the best response time on increasing number of clients. 
After these, TcpTptSgnWin and TcpTptEncWin showed the best response time for array of doubles 
with 1000 elements on increase in users load. 

Figure 8.10(c) shows the throughput of secure and unsecure WCF service with NetTcpBinding 
and NetNamedPipeBinding for array of doubles with 1000 elements. The unsecure variants 
(TcpNoSec and PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF Services, both bindings showed similar behavior up to 20 clients. After 
20 clients, throughput pattern of both bindings is overlapping. TcpNoSec showed stable throughput 
from 200 to 300 clients. The throughput of PipeNoSec is decreasing from 225 clients.  TcpNoSec 
showed better throughput on increase in the number of clients for array of doubles with 1000 
elements. 

In case of secure WCF Services, TcpTptSgnWin showed the best throughput on increasing 
number of clients.  Throughput of TcpTptSgnWin became stable between 330 and 380 requests per 
second from 150 clients onwards. Secondly, the TcpTptEncWin showed the best throughput after 
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TcpTptSgnWin for increasing number of clients. PipeTptSgnWin showed the third best throughput 
with stability between 230 and 250 requests per second from 125 clients onwards. PipeTptEncWin 
also showed best throughput after PipeTptSgnWin.  TcpTptEncCert showed throughput below 200 
requests per second for increasing number of clients. TcpMsgWin and TcpMsgUName were with 
lowest throughput for array of doubles with 1000 elements on increasing number of clients. 

 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) 
Figure 8.10: Response Time and Throughput for Array of Doubles with 1000 Elements 

 

8.1.8 Array of UDType 

Array of UDType with 500 objects 
Figures 8.11(a), (b) and (c) show the response time of secure and unsecure WCF service with 

NetTcpBinding and NetNamedPipeBinding for array of UDType with 500 objects. The unsecure 
variants (TcpNoSec and PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF Services, on one client response time of NetNamedPipeBinding was 
higher than NetTcpBinding at a great difference. The response time observed decreasing on increase 
in the number of clients. PipeNoSec showed better response time than TcpNoSec on 10 clients. 
According to Figure 8.11(c), PipeNoSec showed better response time than TcpNoSec on increase in 
the number of clients for all clients for array of UDType with 500 objects.  

In case of secure WCF Services, TcpTptEncWin showed the best response time on 1 client. The 
response time values of all other bindings showed high on one client. The response time of these 
bindings was decreasing on increasing the number of clients.  

According to Figures 8.11 (a) and (b), TcpMsgUName showed the highest response time 40 
clients onwards. After that, TcpMsgWin and TcpTptEncCert showed the higher response time on 
increasing number of clients. PipeTptSgnWin and PipeTptEncWin showed the best response time on 
increasing number of clients. After these, TcpTptSgnWin and TcpTptEncWin showed the best 
response time for array of UDType with 1000 objects on increase in users load. 
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Figure 8.11(d) shows the throughput of secure and unsecure WCF service with NetTcpBinding 
and NetNamedPipeBinding for array of UDType with 500 objects. The unsecure variants (TcpNoSec 
and PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF Services, TcpNoSec shows better throughput then PipeNoSec from the 
start (expect for 10 clients), and becomes stable between 450 to 530 requests per second from 20 
clients onward. Therefore, TcpNoSec showed the better throughput than the PipeNoSec for array of 
UDType with 500 objects. 

In case of secure WCF Services, TcpTptSgnWin and TcpTptEncWin showed the best throughput 
on increasing number of clients.  Throughput of TcpTptSgnWin and TcpTptEncWin became stable 
between 270 and 320 requests per second from 150 clients onwards.  PipeTptSgnWin showed the 
third best throughput with stability between 190 and 220 requests per second from 100 clients 
onwards. PipeTptEncWin also showed best throughput after PipeTptSgnWin.  TcpTptEncCert 
showed throughput below 160 requests per second for increasing number of clients. TcpMsgWin and 
TcpMsgUName were with lowest throughput for array of UDType with 500 objects on increasing 
number of clients. 
 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure 8.11: Response Time and Throughput for Array of UDType with 500 Objects 

Array of UDType with 1000 objects 
Figures 8.12(a), (b) and (c) show the response time of secure and unsecure WCF service with 

NetTcpBinding and NetNamedPipeBinding for array of UDType with 1000 objects. The unsecure 
variants (TcpNoSec and PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF Services, PipeNoSec showed better response time than TcpNoSec on 
increase in the number of clients for all clients for array of UDType with 1000 objects. Figure 8.12(c) 
shows the response time results from clients 20 onwards. 

In case of secure WCF Services, TcpTptEncWin showed the best response time on one client. 
After that, PipeTptEncWin showed the best response time on one client. The response time values of 
all other bindings showed high on one client. The response time of these bindings was decreasing on 
increase in the users load.  
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According to Figures 8.12 (a) and (b), TcpMsgUName showed the highest response time from 
125 clients onwards. After that, TcpMsgWin and TcpTptEncCert showed the higher response time on 
increasing number of clients. PipeTptSgnWin and PipeTptEncWin showed the best response time on 
increasing number of clients. After these, TcpTptSgnWin and TcpTptEncWin showed the best 
response time for array of UDType with 1000 objects on increase in users load. 

Figure 8.12(d) shows the throughput of secure and unsecure WCF service with NetTcpBinding 
and NetNamedPipeBinding for array of UDType with 1000 objects. The unsecure variants (TcpNoSec 
and PipeNoSec) performed better than the secure variants of the service. 

In case of unsecure WCF services, TcpNoSec shows better throughput then PipeNoSec from the 
start (expect for 1, 20 and 50 clients), and becomes stable between 350 to 375 requests per second 
from 70 clients onward. Therefore, TcpNoSec showed the better throughput than the PipeNoSec for 
array of UDType with 1000 objects. 

In case of secure WCF services, TcpTptSgnWin showed the best throughput on increasing 
number of clients.  Throughput of TcpTptSgnWin became stable between 220 and 250 requests per 
second from 75 clients onwards. Secondly, the TcpTptEncWin showed the best throughput after 
TcpTptSgnWin for increasing number of clients. PipeTptSgnWin showed the third best throughput 
with stability between 150 and 190 requests per second from 100 clients onwards. PipeTptEncWin 
also showed best throughput after PipeTptSgnWin.  TcpTptEncCert showed throughput below 150 
requests per second for increasing number of clients. TcpMsgWin and TcpMsgUName were with 
lowest throughput for array of UDType with 1000 objects on increasing number of clients. 

 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure 8.12: Response Time and Throughput for Array of UDType with 1000 Objects 
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8.2  Response Time and Throughput Measurements of 
BasicHttpBinding 

BasicHttpBinding communicates over HTTP and provides basic Web Services interoperability. 
This section will present and discuss the performance behavior of BasicHttpBinding in unsecure and 
secure implementations of WCF service and clients of WCF, ASMX and Java. 

Due to long nomenclature of bindings, it is impossible to label the full name of binding in the 
graphs. Therefore, we have used the following abbreviations in the subsequent results: 

 
ASMX-No-Security: WCF service exposed using BasicHttpBinding without security, when 
ASMX client is running on another machine.  
 
Java-No-Security: WCF service exposed using BasicHttpBinding without security, when 
Java client is running on another machine. 
 
WCF-No-Security: WCF service exposed using BasicHttpBinding without security, when 
WCF client is running on another machine. 
 
ATCOBasic: WCF service exposed using BasicHttpBinding, when ASMX client is running 
on another machine. Security mode is Transport Credentials Only and Basic Credentials. 
 
JTCOBasic: WCF service exposed using BasicHttpBinding, when Java client is running on 
another machine. Security mode is Transport Credentials Only and Basic Credentials. 
 
WTCOBasic: WCF service exposed using BasicHttpBinding, when WCF client is running 
on another machine. Security mode is Transport Credentials Only and Basic Credentials. 
 
ATCONTLM: WCF service exposed using BasicHttpBinding, when ASMX client is running 
on another machine. Security mode is Transport Credentials Only and NTLM Credentials. 
 
WTCONTLM: WCF service exposed using BasicHttpBinding, when WCF client is running 
on another machine. Security mode is Transport Credentials Only and NTLM Credentials. 
 
ATCOWin: WCF service exposed using BasicHttpBinding, when ASMX client is running on 
another machine. Security mode is Transport Credentials Only and Windows Credentials. 
 
WTCOWin: WCF service exposed using BasicHttpBinding, when WCF client is running on 
another machine. Security mode is Transport Credentials Only and Windows Credentials. 

 

8.2.1 Empty Method 
Figure 8.13(a) shows the response time of different unsecure and secure implementations of WCF 

service with BasicHttpBinding for empty method. In the graph the ASMX-No-Security and WCF-No-
Security shows quicker response time than Java-No-Security. The graph also shows the secure 
implementations, where the response time of JTCOBasic is high as compare to ATCOBasic, 
WTCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, ATCONTLM, and WTCONTLM. In both unsure and secure 
implementations of WCF Service, the response time of Java-No-Security and JTCOBasic is high from 
20 to 300 clients. As the number of clients increasing, response time of Java-No-Security is also 
increasing against the WCF-No-Security and ASMX-No-Security. On 225 clients, Java-No-Security 
shows the worst response time with almost 3500ms against the ASMX-No-Security and WCF-No-
Security. On the 225 to 300 clients, response time of Java-No-Security also decreased. For 300 
clients, its response time is 2500ms against WCF-No-Security and ASMX-No-Security. Figure 
8.13(a) shows the JTCOBasic in the secure implementations of WCF service that have high response 
time against ATCOBasic, WTCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, ATCONTLM, and WTCONTLM. 
The response time of JTCOBasic is approximately 1200ms for 20 clients. As in the graph, it is very 
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clear that increase in the number of clients has worse effect on the response time of JTCOBasic. For 
300 clients, the response time of JTCOBasic is 6000ms.  

As from the Figure 8.13(a), the Java-No-Security and JTCOBasic has high response time so it is 
very difficult to see the clear behavior of the remaining secure and unsecure variants. For this 
purpose, we draw another Figure 8.13(b) without Java-No-Security and JTCOBasic. From the Figure 
8.13(b), the behavior of WTCOBasic, WTCOWin, and WTCONTLM are very similar from 20 to 300 
clients with below of 50ms. The ATCOBasic shows highest response time for 250 clients with 
approximately 310ms. The overall response time of ATCOBasic is high from 20 to 300 clients. For 20 
clients, the response time of ATCOWin is close to 100ms, while ATCONTLM performed almost 
120ms. For 200 clients, the behavior of the ATCONTLM and ATCOWin is similar. According to 
Figure 8.13(b), the response time for 300 clients of ATCOWin, ATCONTLM, and ATCOBasic is 
higher than WTCOBasic, WTCOWin, WTCONTLM, ASMX-No-Security and WCF-No-Security. 

Furthermore, to provide the clear difference between the response time of WTCOBasic, 
WTCOWin, WTCONTLM, WCF-No-Security and ASMX-No-Security we present the results in the 
Figure 8.13(c). The graph shows that the response time of ASMX-No-Security and WCF-No-Security 
is lower than WTCOBasic, WTCOWin and WTCONTLM. The overall response time of ASMX-No-
Security is lower than WTCOBasic, WTCOWin, WTCONTLM and WCF-No-Security.  

Figure 8.13(d) shows the throughput of different unsecure and secure implementations of WCF 
service with BasicHttpBinding for empty method. As in the Figure 8.13(d), it is clear that the overall 
throughput of ASMX-No-Security is higher than the Java-No-Security and WCF-No-Security. On 
250 clients, the throughput of ASMX-No-Security is 2000 requests per second. The graph presents the 
secure implementations of WCF service including ATCOBasic, WTCOBasic, ATCOWin, 
WTCOWin, ATCONTLM, WTCONTLM, and JTCOBasic. For 10 clients, the throughput of 
WTCOBasic is above of 300 requests per second, while the WTCONTLM is above of 200 requests 
per second. Furthermore, the throughput of JTCOBasic is almost 10 requests per second for the same 
number of clients. ATCONTLM, ATCOBasic and ATCOWin performed the same behavior. 
WTCOWin showed throughput of almost 150 requests per second same number of clients. The 
overall throughput of WTCOBasic is high for 10 to 299 clients. On 300 clients, the throughput of 
WTCOBasic and ATCOBasic showed the same behavior with approximately 500 requests per second. 
For 300 clients the throughput of WTCOWin is above 300 requests per second, ATCONTLM and 
ATCOWin is 450 requests per second, while WTCONTLM is close to 400 requests per second, and 
JTCOBasic throughput is below of 100 requests per second and performed the worse throughput. 

 

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 
Figure 8.13: Response Time and Throughput for Empty Method 

 

8.2.2 Integer 
Figure 8.14(a) shows the response time of different unsecure and secure implementations of WCF 

service with BasicHttpBinding for integer data type. As in the graph, it is very clear that increase in 
the number of clients have worse effect on the response time of Java-No-Security and JTCOBasic. 
For 300 clients, the response time of JTCOBasic is approximately 6900ms, while Java- No-Security 
shows 1900ms. As from the Figure 8.14(a), the Java-No-Security and JTCOBasic has high response 
time, so it is very difficult to see the clear behavior of the remaining secure and unsecure variants. For 
this purpose, we draw another Figure 8.14(b) without Java-No-Security and JTCOBasic. 

From the Figure 8.14(b), the focus is here to see the clear difference in the response time of 
ATCOBasic, ATCOWin and ATCONTLM. On 20 clients, the response time of ATCOBasic is 
approximately 210ms while for the same number of clients the response time of ATCOWin and 
ATCONTLM is almost the same i.e. above 100ms. In the graph it is clear indications that increase in 
the number of clients is also an increase and decrease in the response time of ATCOBasic, ATCOWin 
and ATCONTLM. The overall response time of ATCOBasic is high when it compared with the 
response time of ATCOBasic and ATCONTLM. For 250 clients the behavior of the ATCONTLM 
and ATCOWin is similar. ATCONTLM has highest response time with approximately 370ms is for 
125 clients. If we analyze the results, the overall response time of WTCONTLM, ASMX-No-
Security, WCF-No-security, WTCOBasic are low and below 50ms. Only the response time of 
WTCOWin is above of 50ms on 75 clients, but it is stable and below 50ms from 100 to 300 clients. 
According to Figure 8.14(a) and Figure 8.14(b), the response time for 300 clients of ATCOWin, 
ATCOBasic, ATCONTLM, Java-No-Security and JTCOBasic is higher than WTCOBasic, 
WTCOWin, and WTCONTLM.   

Furthermore, to provide the clear difference between the response time of WTCOBasic, 
WTCOWin, WTCONTLM, WCF-No-Security and ASMX-No-Security we present the results in the 
Figure 8.14(c). The graph shows that the response time of ASMX-No-Security and WCF-No-Security 
is lower than WTCOBasic, WTCOWin and WTCONTLM. However, in unsecure variants, response 
time of ASMX-No-Security is lower than the response time of WCF-No-Security.  

Figure 8.14(d) shows the throughput of different unsecure and secure implementations of WCF 
service with BasicHttpBinding for integer data type. As in the Figure 8.14(d), it is clear that the 
overall throughput of ASMX-No-Security is higher than the Java-No-Security and WCF-No-Security. 
On 250 clients, the throughput of ASMX-No-Security is approximately 2000 requests per second. In 
the unsecure implementations of WCF services, the Java-No-Security performed throughput lowers 
than WCF-No-Security and ASMX-No-Security. For one client, the throughput of WTCOBasic, 
ATCONTLM, and JTCOBasic, is below 100 requests per second. The graph shows the variations in 
the behavior, only the ATCOBasic showed a stable throughput. For 100 clients the throughput of 
JTCOBasic is below 100 requests per second and WTCOBasic performed almost 500 requests per 
second. Furthermore, for the same number of clients, the throughput of WTCONTLM, WTCOWin is 
above 300 requests per second and ATCONTLM performed the same value at this point. The overall 
throughput of WTCOBasic is higher than the other variants. For 300 clients the throughput of 
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WTCOBasic is 500 requests per second, ATCONTLM and ATCOBasic was almost 480 requests per 
second, ATCOWin performed above 400 requests per second. JTCOBasic showed the worse 
throughput below 100 requests per second. 

 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure 8.14: Response Time and Throughput for Integer 

 

8.2.3 Double 
Figure 8.15(a) shows the response time of different unsecure and secure implementations of WCF 

service with BasicHttpBinding for double data type. As in the graph, it is very clear that increase in 
the number of clients shows the worse effect on the response time of Java-No-Security and 
JTCOBasic. For 300 clients, the response time of JTCOBasic is approximately 5200ms, while Java- 
No-Security shows approximately 4000ms. The results clearly indicate that the response time of 
JTCOBasic and Java-No-Security is higher than the other variants. However, as from the Figure 
8.15(a), the Java-No-Security and JTCOBasic has high response time, so it is very difficult to see the 
clear behavior of the remaining secure and unsecure variants. For this purpose, we draw another 
Figure 8.15(b) without Java-No-Security and JTCOBasic. 

From the Figure 8.15(b), the focus is here to see the clear response time of ATCOBasic, 
ATCOWin and ATCONTLM. On 20 clients, the response time of ATCOBasic is approximately 
230ms while for the same number of clients the response time of ATCOWin and ATCONTLM is 
almost the same i.e. above of 90ms. As the number of clients is increases, the overall response time of 
ATCOBasic is also increased. Furthermore, to provide the clear difference between the response time 
of WTCOBasic, WTCOWin, WTCONTLM, WCF-No-Security and ASMX-No-Security we present 
the results in the Figure 8.15(c). The graph shows that the response time of ASMX-No-Security and 
WCF-No-Security is lower than WTCOBasic, WTCOWin and WTCONTLM. However, in unsecure 
variants response time of ASMX-No-Security is lower than the response time of WCF-No-Security. 
For 150 clients, the response time of Java-No-Security is approximately 2800 ms (see Figure 8.15(a)) 
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while ASMX-No-Security is 11ms and WCF-No-Security is 10ms. For 300 clients the response time 
of Java-No-Security in (see Figure 8.15(a)) is 4000ms and shows the slow performance. While in the 
Figure 8.15(c), the ASMX-No-Security response time is 1ms and WCF-No-Security is approximately 
7ms. The results showed that the overall response time of ASMX-No-Security was better than the 
WCF-No-Security and Java-No-Security.  

The Figure 8.15(d) represents the throughput of different unsecure and secure implementations of 
WCF service with BasicHttpBinding for double data type. In the graph, it is very clear that the 
throughput of ASMX-No-Security is higher than the Java-No-Security and WCF-No-Security. The 
low throughput of Java-No-Security is from 1 to 300 clients. In Figure 8.15(d) on 300 clients, the 
throughput of ASMX-No-Security almost 1600 requests per second. From 10 clients onwards the 
throughput of WCF-No-Security and Java-No-Security is almost continuous. The WCF-No-Security 
on 300 clients has 500 requests per second. The results showed that the overall throughput of ASMX-
No-Security is better than the WCF-No-Security and Java-No-Security. For 1 client the throughput of 
WTCOBasic, ATCONTLM, WTCONTLM, WTCOWin, and JTCOBasic, is below 100 requests per 
second. The graph shows the variation in the behavior, only the JTCOBasic have a continuous low 
throughput. For 100 clients the throughput of JTCOBasic is approximately 50 requests per second and 
WTCOBasic performed approximately 480 requests per second. Furthermore for the same number of 
clients the WTCONTLM, WTCOWin is above of 300 requests per second and ATCONTLM 
performed on the same value at this point. The overall throughput of WTCOBasic is higher than the 
other variants. For 300 clients WTCOBasic throughput is above of 500 requests per second, 
ATCONTLM was almost 450 requests per second, ATCOBasic and ATCOWin performed above 400 
requests per second. The worse throughput of JTCOBasic is below of 100 requests per second. The 
overall throughput of WTCOBasic is higher than the other variants especially from 50 clients 
onwards. 

  

(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure 8.15: Response Time and Throughput for Double 
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8.2.4 UDType 
 Figure 8.16(a) shows the response time of different unsecure and secure implementations of 

WCF service with BasicHttpBinding for UDType. As from the Figure 8.16(a) shows that the numbers 
of clients is increasing, the response time of Java-No-Security and JTCOBasic is also increasing 
adversely. The response time of Java-No-Security for 175 clients is 1000ms while for the same 
number of clients the response time of JTCOBasic is approximately 3100ms. The highest response 
time JTCOBasic is approximately 6200ms for 300 clients. For the same number of clients, the 
response time of Java-No-Security is approximately 2500ms.The results clearly indicate that the 
response time of JTCOBasic and Java-No-Security is higher than the other variants. However, as from 
the Figure 8.16(a), the Java-No-Security and JTCOBasic has high response time so it is very difficult 
to see the clear behavior of the remaining secure and unsecure variants. For this purpose, we draw 
another Figure 8.16(b) without Java-No-Security and JTCOBasic. 

From the Figure 8.16(b) the response time of WTCOBasic, WTCOWin, and WTCONTLM are 
below of 50ms from 20 to 300 clients. The highest response time is for 20 client of ATCOBasic is 
approximately 190ms. The graph shows that the response time of ATCOBasic is higher than the 
response time of the ATCONTLM and ATCOWin. However, the behavior of the ATCONTLM and 
ATCOWin is overlapping and similar. For more clear behavior of the WTCOBasic, WTCOWin, and 
WTCONTLM, we draw another Figure 8.16(c) to see the clear difference between the variants. In the 
graph, it is clear that the response time of WTCOBasic is better than the response time of WTCOWin 
and WTCONTLM. However, the overall behavior of WTCONLM is better than the WTCOWin.  

According to Figure 8.16(a), Figure 8.16(b) and Figure 8.16(c), the response time of ATCOWin, 
ATCOBasic, ATCONTLM, and JTCOBasic is higher than WTCOBasic, WTCOWin, and 
WTCONTLM. Therefore, this indicates that the response time of WTCOBasic, WTCOWin, and 
WTCONTLM is better than the response time of ATCOWin, ATCOBasic, ATCONTLM, and 
JTCOBasic. More specifically the response time of WTCOBasic is lower than other secure variants.  

The response time of ASMX-No-Security is almost the same behavior when the number of clients 
increases. For 125 clients the response time of ASMX-No-Security measured as approximately 1ms, 
while WCF-No-Security has the response time of 5ms. From Figure 8.16(a) and 8.16(c), the overall 
response time of ASMX-No-Security is better than the WCF-No-Security and Java-No-Security. 
However, the response time of WCF-No-Security is better than the response time of Java-No-
Security. The graphs also show that the response time of ASMX-No-Security is better in all the 
unsecure and secure variants.  

The Figure 8.16(d) shows the throughput of different unsecure and secure implementations of 
WCF service with BasicHttpBinding for UDType. The throughput of ASMX-No-Security for 50 
clients is three times greater than WCF-No-Security, and four times greater than Java-No-Security. 
The overall throughput of ASMX-No-Security is higher than WCF-No-Security and Java-No-
Security. According to high throughput, the results showed that the ASMX-No-Security performed 
better than WCF-No-Security and Java-No-Security. Furthermore, Figure 8.16(d) also shows the 
secure implementations of WCF service with BasicHttpBinding for UDType. On the large number of 
clients, the ATCOWin and ATCONTLM throughput is higher than the WTCOWin and 
WTCONTLM. While on the other secure variants, the throughput of WTCONTLM is higher than the 
WTCOWin.  

For one client the throughput of ATCOBasic, WTCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, 
ATCONTLM, WTCONTLM, and JTCOBasic is below of 100 requests per second and perform the 
same behavior. The graph shows the variation in the behaviors, only the JTCOBasic has a continuous 
low throughput. For 100 clients the throughput of JTCOBasic is approximately 50 requests per second 
and WTCOBasic performed above of 500 requests per second. Furthermore, for the same number of 
clients the ATCONTLM, WTCOWin have the throughput of 300 requests per second. The throughput 
of ATCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, ATCONTLM, and WTCONTLM became unstable as the 
number of clients is increased. For 300 clients throughput of WTCOBasic is above 500 requests per 
second, ATCONTLM and ATCOWin has almost 450 requests per second. ATCOBasic, WTCOWin 
and WTCONTLM performed almost 350 requests per second for the same number of clients. The 
worse throughput of JTCOBasic is below 100 requests per second. The overall throughput of 
WTCOBasic is higher than the other secure variants. 
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(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure 8.16: Response Time and Throughput for UDType 

 

8.2.5 String 

String with one character 
Figure 8.17(a) shows the response time of different unsecure and secure implementations of WCF 

service with BasicHttpBinding size of one character. The response time of Java-No-Security is higher 
than the response time of WCF-No-Security and ASMX-No-Security. The increase in the response 
time of Java-No-Security is start from 50 clients onwards. For 250 clients the response time of Java-
No-Security is six times greater than WCF-No-Security and ASMX-No-Security. As in the graph, it is 
very clear that increase in the number of clients has worse effects on the response time of JTCOBasic. 
For 300 clients the response time of JTCOBasic is approximately 6000ms. However, as from the 
Figure 8.17(a), the Java-No-Security and JTCOBasic has high response time so it is very difficult to 
see the clear behavior of the remaining secure and unsecure variants. For this purpose, we draw 
another Figure 8.17(b) without Java-No-Security and JTCOBasic. The ATCOBasic response time for 
20 clients is approximately 200ms, while for the same number of clients the response time of 
ATCONTLM and ATCOWin is similar with approximately 110ms. As the number of clients 
increased, there is a random increase and decrease in the response time of the ATCOBasic, 
ATCONTLM, and ATCOWin variants. The maximum response time recorded for 300 clients of 
ATCOWin with approximately 700ms, on the other side for the same number of clients the 
ATCOBasic response time is approximately 300ms and ATCONTLM is approximately 220ms.   

Due to high response time of ATCOWin, ATCOBasic, and ATCONTLM the Figure 8.17(b) 
cannot represent the clear picture of the remaining variants so for this purpose we draw another Figure 
8.17(c). From 20 to 300 clients the behavior of the ASMX-No-Security is very similar with the 1ms, 
while there is a variation in behavior of response time of WCF-No-Security, but overall response time 
of WCF-No-Security is lower than 10ms. For 300 clients the response time of ASMX-No-Security is 
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1ms while the WCF-No-Security was 7ms which is six times greater than ASMX-No-Security. The 
Figure 8.17(a) and Figure 8.17(c) showed that the overall response time of ASMX-No-Security is 
lower than the response time of Java-No-Security and WCF-No-Security. This indicates that the 
overall response time of ASMX-No-Security is better than WCF-No-Security and Java-No-Security. 
From the Figure 8.17(c) the response time of WTCOBasic, WTCOWin, and WTCONTLM is better 
than ASMX-No-Security and WCF-No-Security.  

According to Figure 8.17(b) and 8.17(c), the response time for 300 clients of ATCOWin, 
ATCONTLM, and ATCOBasic is higher than WTCOBasic, WTCOWin, and WTCONTLM. 
Therefore, this indicates that the response time of WTCOBasic, WTCOWin, and WTCONTLM is 
better than the response time of ATCOWin, ATCONTLM, and ATCONTLM. More specifically the 
response time of WTCOBasic is better than all other secure variants. 

 Figure 8.17(d) shows the throughput of different unsecure and secure implementations of WCF 
service with BasicHttpBinding for string with the size of one character. The throughput of ASMX-
No-Security is high as compared to WCF-No-Security and Java-No-Security. For 20 clients the 
throughput of ASMX-No-Security is approximately 1600 requests per second while at the same 
number of clients the throughput of WCF-No-Security is 500 requests per second. From 20 clients 
onwards the throughput of Java-No-Security is stable at its worse and lower than ASMX-No-Security 
and WCF-No-Security. As the number of clients’ increases, the throughput of ASMX-No-Security is 
also increases. For 300 clients the throughput of WCF-No-Security is 500 requests per second that is 
three times lower than the throughput of ASMX-No-Security. According to Figure 8.17(d), the overall 
throughput of ASMX-No-Security is better than WCF-No-Security and Java-No-Security. 

For 150 clients the throughput of JTCOBasic is almost 50 requests per second and WTCOBasic 
performed 500 requests per second. Furthermore, for the same number of clients throughput of 
ATCONTLM is 400 requests per second. The throughput of ATCOWin, WTCOWin, ATCONTLM, 
and WTCONTLM is unstable as the number of clients is increased. The overall throughput of 
WTCOBasic is higher than the other variants. For 300 clients throughput of WTCOBasic is 500 
requests per second, ATCONTLM and ATCOWin has approximately 450 requests per second. 
ATCOBasic, WTCOWin and WTCONTLM performed between 300-400 requests per second. The 
worse throughput of JTCOBasic is below 100 requests per second. The overall throughput of 
WTCOBasic is higher than the other secure variants especially from 10 clients onwards. 

 

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 
Figure 8.17: Response Time and Throughput for String with one Character 

 

String with 1000 characters 
Figure 8.18(a) shows the response time of unsecure and secure WCF service with 

BasicHttpBinding for string with size of 1000 characters. The response time of Java-No-Security is 
higher than the response time of WCF-No-Security and ASMX-No-Security. The increase in the 
response time of Java-No-Security is start from 50 to 300 clients. For 250 clients the response time of 
Java-No-Security is approximately three times higher than the response time of ASMX-No-Security 
and WCF-No-Security. The worse response time of Java-No-Security is on the 300 clients with 
almost 4200ms. As in the graph, it is very clear that increase in the number of clients have worse 
effect on the response time of JTCOBasic. For 300 clients the response time of JTCOBasic is 
approximately 4800ms. However, as from the Figure 8.18(a), the Java-No-Security and JTCOBasic 
has high response time so it is very difficult to see the clear behavior of the remaining secure and 
unsecure variants. For this purpose, we draw another Figure 8.18(b) without Java-No-Security and 
JTCOBasic. The response time of ATCOBasic for 20 clients is approximately 200ms, while for the 
same number of clients the response time of ATCONTLM and ATCOWin is similar with 
approximately 80ms. As the number of clients increase, there is a random increase and decrease in the 
response time of the ATCOBasic, ATCONTLM, and ATCOWin. The maximum response time 
recorded for 300 clients of ATCOWin with approximately 240ms, on the other side for the same 
number of clients the ATCOBasic response time is approximately 290ms and ATCONTLM is 
approximately 200ms. 

According to Figure 8.18(b) and Figure 8.18(c), the response time of ATCOWin, ATCONTLM, 
and ATCOBasic is higher than WTCOBasic, WTCOWin, and WTCONTLM for 300 clients. So this 
indicates that the response time of WTCOBasic, WTCOWin, and WTCONTLM is better than the 
response time of ATCOWin, ATCONTLM, and ATCONTLM. More specifically the response time of 
WTCOBasic is lower than all the other secure variants. From 20 to 300 clients, ASMX-No-Security 
shows variation in its behavior on increasing the number of clients. From 40 to 150 clients the 
response time of the ASMX-No-Security is higher than the WCF-No-Security. At 150 clients, the 
response time of ASMX-No-Security is almost 35ms while the WCF-No-Security showed almost 5ms 
in the graph. However, from 200 clients to onwards the response time of ASMX-No-Security is stable 
with 1ms, while the WCF-No-Security is almost 6ms. The overall response time of ASMX-No-
Security in Figure 8.18(a) and Figure 8.18(c) indicates that it performs better than WCF-No-Security 
and Java-No-Security. 

Figure 8.18(d) shows the throughput of different unsecure and secure implementations of WCF 
service with BasicHttpBinding for string with size of 1000 characters. The throughput of ASMX-No-
Security is high as compared to WCF-No-Security and Java-No-Security. For 20 clients the 
throughput of ASMX-No-Security is almost 1200 requests per second while at the same number of 
clients the throughput of WCF-No-Security is 500 requests per second. The overall Java-No-Security 
throughput is stable at its worse and lower than ASMX-No-Security and WCF-No-Security. As the 
number of clients increase, the throughput of ASMX-No-Security is also increases. For 300 clients the 
WCF-No-Security throughput is approximately 500 requests per second, while for the same number 
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of clients the ASMX-No-Security showed approximately 1800 requests per second. According to 
Figure 8.18(d), the overall throughput of ASMX-No-Security is better than WCF-No-Security and 
Java-No-Security with respect to high throughput. 

      For one client the throughput of ATCOBasic, WTCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, 
ATCONTLM, WTCONTLM, and JTCOBasic is below of 100 requests per second. The graph shows 
the variation in the behavior, only the JTCOBasic has a continuous low throughput. The overall 
throughput of WTCOBasic is higher than the other variants. For 300 clients, throughput of 
WTCOBasic, ATCOWin and ATCONTLM is below 500 requests per second, ATCOBasic has close 
to 400 requests per second, WTCOWin and WTCONTLM performed between 300-400 requests per 
second. The worse throughput of JTCOBasic is below 100 requests per second. The overall 
throughput of WTCOBasic is higher than the other secure variants. 

 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure 8.18: Response Time and Throughput for String with 1000 Characters 

8.2.6 Array of Integers 

Array of Integers with 500 elements 
Figure 8.19 (a) shows the response time of different unsecure and secure implementations of 

WCF service with BasicHttpBinding for array of integers with 500 elements. The large amount of 
data is requesting the WCF-No-Security, ASMX-No-Security, and Java-No-Security from the WCF 
services. As the number of clients is increasing, the response time of Java-No-Security is also 
increasing. For 200 clients the response time of the Java-No-Security is 2200ms. As in the graph, it is 
very clear that increase in the number of clients has worse effect on the response time of JTCOBasic. 
For 300 clients the response time of JTCOBasic is approximately to 6000ms. The response time of 
Java-No-Security and JTCOBasic, start increasing from 50 until 300 clients. Therefore, from the 
graph it is very clear that both variants have worse response time against the other unsecure and 
secure variants. However, as from the Figure 8.19(a), the Java-No-Security and JTCOBasic has high 
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response time so it is very difficult to see the clear behavior of the other secure and unsecure variants. 
For this purpose, we draw another Figure 8.19(b) without Java-No-Security and JTCOBasic. 

The response time of the WTCOBasic, WTCOWin, WTCONTLM are similar while the 
overlapping and similarity in the response time of ATCONTLM, ATCOBasic, and ATCOWin from 
20 to 30 clients. However, as the number of clients is increases there is a variation in the response 
time. The response time of ATCONTLM, ATCOWin, and ATCOBasic performed almost the same 
behavior and reached to 2000ms from 275 clients onwards. Furthermore, the response time of the 
WTCOBasic is low specifically from 75 clients onwards against the response time of WTCONTLM 
and WTCOWin.  

 According to Figure 18.19(a) and Figure 18.19(c), for 200 clients the response time of the WCF-
No-Security showed quicker than ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security. For 300 clients the 
response time of the Java-No-Security reached at 3500ms, while the ASMX-No-Security showed 
approximately 500ms. Again, the response time for the same number of clients of WCF-No-Security 
is quicker than ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security. As the previous results show that ASMX-
No-Security present the quicker response time than the WCF-No-Security and Java-No-Security. The 
overall response time of WCF-No-Security in Figure 8.19(a) and Figure 8.19(b) indicates that the 
WCF-No-Security performed better than ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security. 

Figure 8.19(d) shows the throughput of different unsecure and secure implementations of WCF 
service with BasicHttpBinding for Array of Integers with 500 Elements. For one client the throughput 
of WCF-No-Security and ASMX-No-Security is 50 requests per second, while for the same number 
of clients the throughput of Java-No-Security is below 50 requests per second. For 40 clients the 
throughput of ASMX-No-Security is 150 requests per second, while for the same number of clients’ 
requests the WCF-No-Security has 110 requests per second, at this stage, the throughput of Java-No-
Security is lower than the WCF-No-Security. Furthermore, the graph also presents that increase in the 
number of clients also increase in the throughput of WCF-No-Security against the ASMX-No-
Security. For 200 clients the throughput of WCF-No-Security is 260 requests per second. While for 
the same number of clients, the throughput of ASMX-No-Security is approximately 160 requests per 
second with the decrease in the throughput. For 300 clients the throughput of WCF-No-Security is i.e. 
above 280 requests per second. While for the same number of clients, the throughput of ASMX-No-
Security is 200 requests per second. The results from the Figure 8.19(d) showed that the throughput of 
WCF-No-Security is better than the ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security on the large data sets. 

   For one client the throughput of ATCOBasic, WTCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, 
ATCONTLM, WTCONTLM, and JTCOBasic is below 50 requests per second. The graph shows the 
variations in the behavior, only the JTCOBasic showed continuous low throughput from 50 clients 
onwards. As the number of clients is increases, the WTCOBasic is also increases and for 300 clients it 
reached at 250 requests per second. On 300 clients, the throughput of ATCOWin, ATCOBasic, and 
ATCONTLM is 100 requests per second. On the same number of clients, the throughput of 
WTCOWin and WTCONTLM is approximately 125 requests per second. The results showed that the 
throughput of WTCOBasic is high especially from 100 clients to 300 clients and perform better than 
the other secure variants.   

 

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 
Figure 8.19: Response Time and Throughput for Array of Integers with 500 Elements 

Array of Integers with 1000 elements 
Figure 8.20(a) and Figure 8.20(b) shows the response time of different unsecure secure 

implementations of WCF service with BasicHttpBinding for array of integers with 1000 Elements. 
The large amount of data is requesting the WCF-No-Security, ASMX-No-Security, and Java-No-
Security from the WCF service. The response time of Java-No-Security, WCF-No-Security, and 
ASMX-No-Security is very similar behavior for 20 to 40 clients. As the number of clients increase, 
the response time of Java-No-Security is also increases. For 175 clients the response time of the Java-
No-Security is 3100ms. While the ASMX-No-Security shows 1000ms for the same number of clients. 
For 300 clients the response time of the Java-No-Security reaches at 5100ms, while the ASMX-No-
Security showed approximately 1800ms. The response time of WCF-No-Security is quicker than 
ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security for the same number of clients. As the previous results of 
response time showed that ASMX-No-Security presents the quicker response time than the WCF-No-
Security and Java-No-Security on small data sets. However, it is clear that the WCF-No-Security 
showed better response time on the large data sets as compare to ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-
Security. In this case, we tested the array of integers with 1000 elements with the 300 concurrent 
users. The overall response time of WCF-No-Security in Figure 8.20(a) and Figure 8.20(b) indicates 
that the WCF-No-Security performs better than ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security. 

As in the graph, it is very clear that increase in the number of clients showed worse effect on the 
response time of JTCOBasic. For 300 clients the response time of JTCOBasic is close to 6000ms. The 
response time of the ATCOBasic, WTCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, ATCONTLM, 
WTCONTLM, and JTCOBasic is similar from 20 to 40 clients. However, as the number of clients is 
increase there is a variation in the response time and ATCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, 
ATCONTLM, WTCONTLM, and JTCOBasic are also increases in response time. The response time 
of ATCOWin and ATCONTLM is similar as the number of clients increases. WTCOBasic performed 
lower response time than the other secure variants from 50 clients onwards. 

Figure 8.20(c) shows the throughput of different unsecure and secure implementations of WCF 
service with BasicHttpBinding for array of integers with 1000 Elements. For one client the throughput 
of WCF-No-Security and ASMX-No-Security is approximately 38 requests per second, while for the 
same number of clients the throughput of Java-No-Security is below 30 requests per second. For 40 
clients the throughput of ASMX-No-Security is 80 requests per second, while for the same number of 
clients, the WCF-No-Security has 50 requests per second, at this stage, the throughput of ASMX-No-
Security is higher than the WCF-No-Security. Furthermore, the graph also presents that increase in 
the number of clients also increase in the throughput of WCF-No-Security against the ASMX-No-
Security. For 225 clients the throughput of WCF-No-Security is 120 requests per second, while for the 
same number of clients the throughput of ASMX-No-Security has approximately 90 requests per 
second with the decrease in the throughput. For 300 clients the throughput of WCF-No-Security is 
approximately 120 requests per second, while for the same number of clients the throughput of 
ASMX-No-Security is 90 requests per second. The results showed in Figure 8.20(c) that the 
throughput of WCF-No-Security is better than ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security on the large 
data sets. 
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For one client the throughput of ATCOBasic, WTCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, 
ATCONTLM, WTCONTLM, and JTCOBasic is between 20-40 requests per second. The graph 
shows the variations in the behavior as the number of clients are increases. From 50 clients onwards 
the throughput of WTCOBasic is increases as compare to ATCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, 
ATCONTLM, WTCONTLM, and JTCOBasic. On 300 clients, the throughput of ATCOWin, 
ATCOBasic, and WTCOWin is between 40-60 requests per second. On the same number of clients, 
the throughput of WTCOWin and WTCONTLM is between 100-150 requests per second. The results 
showed that the throughput of WTCOBasic is better than other secure variants especially from 100 
clients onwards. 

   

(a) (b) 
  

(c) 
Figure 8.20: Response Time and Throughput for Array of Integers with 1000 Elements 

 

8.2.7 Array of Doubles 

Array of Doubles with 500 elements 
Figure 8.21(a), Figure 8.21(b), and Figure 8.21(c) shows the response time of different unsecure 

and secure implementations of WCF service with BasicHttpBinding for array of doubles with 500 
Elements. The large amount of data is requesting the WCF-No-Security, ASMX-No-Security, and 
Java-No-Security from the WCF services. For 300 clients the response time of the Java-No-Security 
reaches at approximately 5000ms, while the ASMX-No-Security showed almost 700ms, again the 
response time for the same number of clients of WCF-No-Security is quicker than ASMX-No-
Security and Java-No-Security. As the early results of response time showed that ASMX-No-Security 
presents the quicker response time than the WCF-No-Security and Java-No-Security on small data 
sets. However, it is clear that the WCF-No-Security showed better response time on the large data sets 
as compare to ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security. In this case, we tested the array of doubles 
with 500 elements with the 300 concurrent users.  The overall response time of WCF-No-Security 
indicates that the WCF-No-Security performed better than ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security. 
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As in the graphs, it is very clear that increase in the number of clients showed worse effect on the 
response time of JTCOBasic. For 300 clients the response time of JTCOBasic is above of 8000ms. 
The response time of the WTCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, ATCONTLM, WTCONTLM, and 
JTCOBasic is similar for 20 clients. However, as the number of clients is increases there is an increase 
in the response time of ATCOBasic, ATCOWin, and ATCONTLM almost same in the behavior. 
WTCONTLM and WTCOWin perform almost similar with the overlapping in the response time. 
WTCOBasic showed lower response time than the others from 30 clients onwards. 

Figure 8.21(d) shows the throughput of different unsecure and secure implementations of WCF 
service with BasicHttpBinding for array of double with 500 elements. For one client the throughput of 
WCF-No-Security and ASMX-No-Security is 40 requests per second, while for the same number of 
clients the throughput of Java-No-Security is below 30 requests per second. For 40 clients the 
throughput of ASMX-No-Security is below 50 requests per second, while for the same number of 
clients’ the WCF-No-Security has close to 150 requests per second. Furthermore, the graph also 
presents that increase in the number of clients also increase in the throughput of WCF-No-Security 
against the ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security. For 175 clients the throughput of WCF-No-
Security is 200 requests per second up to 300 clients with the constant behavior, while for the same 
number of clients the throughput of ASMX-No-Security is approximately 110 requests per second. 
Again, the results showed in Figure 8.21(d) that the throughput of WCF-No-Security is better than 
ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security on the large data sets. 

For one client the throughput of ATCOBasic, WTCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, 
ATCONTLM, WTCONTLM, and JTCOBasic is below 50 requests per second. The graph shows the 
variations in the behavior as the number of clients are increases. From 20 clients onwards the 
throughput of WTCOBasic is increases as compare with ATCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, 
ATCONTLM, WTCONTLM, and JTCOBasic. On 300 clients, the throughput of ATCOWin, 
ATCONTLM, and ATCOBasic is approximately 70 requests per second. On the same number of 
clients, the WTCOWin and WTCONTLM throughput is above 100 requests per second. The results 
showed that the throughput of WTCOBasic is high especially from 20 clients to 300 clients and 
perform better than the other variants.  

(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure 8.21: Response Time and Throughput for Array of Doubles with 500 Elements 
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Array of Doubles with 1000 elements 
The Figure 8.22(a), shows the response time of different unsecure and secure implementations of 

WCF service with BasicHttpBinding for array of doubles with 1000 Elements. The large amount of 
data is requesting the WCF-No-Security, ASMX-No-Security, and Java-No-Security from the WCF 
Service. For 75 clients the response time of the Java-No-Security is almost 1000ms, while the ASMX-
No-Security for the same number of clients shows 1000ms. For 300 clients the response time of the 
Java-No-Security is approximately 7000ms, while the ASMX-No-Security showed almost 2100ms, 
again the response time for the same number of clients of WCF-No-Security is quicker than ASMX-
No-Security and Java-No-Security. As the pervious results of response time showed that ASMX-No-
Security presents the quicker response time than the WCF-No-Security and Java-No-Security on 
small data sets. However from the Figure 8.22(a) it is clear that the WCF-No-Security showed better 
response time on the large data sets as compare to ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security. In this 
case, we tested the Array of Doubles with 1000 Elements with the 300 concurrent users.  The overall 
response time of WCF-No-Security in Figure 8.22(a) indicates that the WCF-No-Security performed 
better than ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security. 

As in the graph, it is very clear that increase in the number of clients have worse effect on the 
response time of JTCOBasic. For 300 clients the response time of JTCOBasic is almost 7500ms. The 
response time of the ATCOBasic, WTCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, ATCONTLM, 
WTCONTLM, and JTCOBasic is similar for 20 clients. However, as the number of clients is increase 
there is an increase in the response time of ATCOBasic, ATCOWin, ATCONTLM, WTCOWin, and 
WTCONTLM. WTCONTLM and WTCOWin perform almost similar and overlapping with the 
response time. WTCOBasic showed lower response time than the other secure variants from 50 
clients onwards. As we can see in the Figure 8.22(a) for 300 clients the response time of ATCOWin, 
ATCOBasic, and ATCONTLM is approximately 5200ms. For the same number of clients the 
response time of WTCONTLM and WTCOWin is above 3000ms. In short, the response time of 
WTCONTLM and WTCOWin is better than the response time of ATCOBasic, ATCOWin, 
ATCONTLM and JTCOBasic. The lowest response time of WTCOBasic is below 1000ms and 
performed better than the other secure variants.  

Figure 8.22(b) shows the throughput of different unsecure and secure implementations of WCF 
service with BasicHttpBinding for array of doubles with 1000 Elements. For one client the throughput 
of WCF-No-Security and ASMX-No-Security is 35 requests per second, while for the same number 
of clients the throughput of Java-No-Security is 20 requests per second. As the number of clients is 
increasing, the throughput of WCF-No-Security also increases. Furthermore, the graph also presents 
that increase in the number of clients also increase the throughput of WCF-No-Security against the 
ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security.  

For 300 clients the throughput of WCF-No-Security is approximately 90 requests per second, 
while for the same number of clients the throughput of ASMX-No-Security is 70 requests per second. 
The results showed in Figure 8.22(b) that the throughput of WCF-No-Security is better than ASMX-
No-Security and Java-No-Security and all the secure variants on the large data sets. 

For one client the throughput of ATCOBasic, WTCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, 
ATCONTLM is above 20 requests per second. For the same number of client the throughput of 
WTCONTLM and JTCOBasic is below 20 requests per second. The graph shows the variation in the 
behavior as the number of clients is increased. From 20 to 100 clients the throughput of WTCOBasic 
is increases as compare to ATCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, ATCONTLM, WTCONTLM, and 
JTCOBasic. In short, the throughput of WTCONTLM and WTCOWin is higher than the ATCOBasic, 
ATCOWin, ATCONTLM, and JTCOBasic. More specifically, the overall throughput of WTCOBasic 
is performing better than the other secure variants. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 8.22: Response Time and Throughput for Array of Doubles with 1000 Elements 

 

8.2.8 Array of UDType 

Array of UDType with 500 objects 
The Figure 8.23(a) and Figure 8.23(b) shows the response time of different unsecure and secure 

implementations of WCF service with BasicHttpBinding for array of UDType with 500 objects. The 
large amount of data is requesting the WCF-No-Security, ASMX-No-Security, and Java-No-Security 
from the WCF services. For 30 to 100 clients the response time of the ASMX-No-Security is 
continuously increases. The highest response time of ASMX-No-Security is for 275 clients with 
approximately 800ms. For 300 clients the response time of the ASMX-No-Security and WCF-No-
Security are very similar with behavior, but the WCF-No-Security showed low response time than 
ASMX-No-Security. As the pervious results of response time show that ASMX-No-Security present 
the quicker response time than the WCF-No-Security and Java-No-Security on small data sets. 
However from the Figure 8.23(a) and Figure 8.23(b) it is clear that the WCF-No-Security showed 
better response time on the large data sets as compared to ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security. 
In this case, we tested the Array of UDType with 500 objects with the 300 concurrent users.  The 
overall response time of WCF-No-Security indicates that the WCF-No-Security performed better than 
ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security. 

As in the graph, it is very clear that increase in the number of clients showed worse effect on the 
response time of JTCOBasic. For 300 clients the response time of JTCOBasic is approximately 
6500ms. The response time of the ATCOBasic, WTCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, ATCONTLM, 
WTCONTLM, and JTCOBasic randomly behavior as the number of clients are increased. The overall 
response time of WTCONTLM, WTCOWin is similar and overlapping but the response time of 
WTCOBasic performed better than the other secure variants. 

Figure 8.23(c) shows the throughput of different unsecure and secure implementations of WCF 
service with BasicHttpBinding for array of UDType with 500 objects. For one client the throughput of 
WCF-No-Security and ASMX-No-Security is 50 requests per second, while for the same number of 
clients the throughput of Java-No-Security is 10 requests per second. Furthermore, the graph also 
presents that increase in the number of clients also increase in the throughput of WCF-No-Security 
against the ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security. For 300 clients the throughput of WCF-No-
Security is above of 380 requests per second, while for the same number of clients the throughput of 
ASMX-No-Security is 250 requests per second and Java-No-Security throughput is 50 requests per 
second. The results showed in Figure 8.23(c) that the throughput of WCF-No-Security is better than 
ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security on the large data sets. 

 For one client the throughput of ATCOBasic, WTCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, 
WTCONTLM and JTCOBasic ATCONTLM is below 50 requests per second. The throughput of 
JTCOBasic is stable from 150 to 300 clients with below 50 requests per second. For 300 clients the 
throughput of ATCOWin, ATCONTLM, and ATCOBasic is almost the same performance with above 
100 requests per second. Furthermore the throughput of WTCOBasic on the same number of clients is 
above 300 requests per second and better than WTCOWin and WTCONTLM. 
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(a) (b) 
  

(c) 
Figure 8.23: Response Time and Throughput for Array of UDType with 500 Objects 

Array of UDType with 1000 objects 
The Figure 8.24(a) and Figure 8.24(b) shows the response time of different unsecure and secure 

implementations of WCF service with BasicHttpBinding for Array UDType with 500 objects. The 
large amount of data is requesting the WCF-No-Security, ASMX-No-Security, and Java-No-Security 
from the WCF services. For 300 clients the response time of the Java-No-Security is approximately 
4700ms and show worse performance, while for the same number of clients ASMX-No-Security 
show approximately 900ms. As the pervious results of response time show that ASMX-No-Security 
present the quicker response time than the WCF-No-Security and Java-No-Security on small data sets. 
However, it is clear that the WCF-No-Security showed better response time on the large data sets as 
compared to ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security. In this case, we tested the Array of UDType 
with 1000 objects with the 300 concurrent users.  The overall response time of WCF-No-Security 
indicates that the WCF-No-Security performed better than ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security. 

As in the graph, it is very clear that increase in the number of clients showed worse effect on the 
response time of JTCOBasic. For 300 clients the response time of JTCOBasic is almost 5000ms. 
However, as the number of clients is increase there is an increase in the response time of ATCOBasic, 
ATCOWin, and ATCONTLM almost same in the behavior. The overall response time of 
WTCONTLM is better than the WTCOWin but in secure variants, WTCOBasic performed better than 
the other secure variants. 

Figure 8.24(c) shows the throughput of different unsecure and secure implementations of WCF 
service with BasicHttpBinding for array of UDType with 1000 objects. For one client the throughput 
of WCF-No-Security, Java-No-Security and ASMX-No-Security is 50 requests per second. For 300 
clients the throughput of WCF-No-Security is approximately 260 requests per second, while for the 
same number of clients the throughput of ASMX-No-Security is almost 150 requests per second and 
Java-No-Security throughput is 50 requests per second. The results showed in Figure 8.24(c) that the 
throughput of WCF-No-Security is better than ASMX-No-Security and Java-No-Security on the large 
data sets. 
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 For one client the throughput of ATCOBasic, WTCOBasic, ATCOWin, WTCOWin, 
WTCONTLM and JTCOBasic ATCONTLM is below of 50 requests per second. The throughput of 
JTCOBasic is stable from 150 to 300 clients with below of 50 requests per second. For 300 clients the 
throughput of ATCOWin, ATCONTLM, and ATCOBasic is almost the same performance with above 
of 50 requests per second. Furthermore the throughput of WTCOBasic on the same number of clients 
is approximately 250 requests per second and better than WTCOWin and WTCONTLM. 

 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) 
Figure 8.24: Response Time and Throughput for Array of UDType with 1000 Objects 

 
 

8.3 Resource Utilization of NetNamedPipeBinding and 
NetTcpBinding 

Similar to response time and throughput measurements; we have measured the resource utilization 
for all data types. As we have large number of data types, so it is not possible to present all the results 
for resource utilization. Therefore, we only present the few most interesting results. In this section, we 
present CPU and memory utilization for array of doubles with 500 elements. We present the results 
for CPU and memory utilization for array of doubles with 1000 elements in Appendix A. 

8.3.1 CPU Utilization 
Figures 8.25(a), (b) and (c) show the CPU utilization of secure and unsecure WCF service with 

NetTcpBinding and NetNamedPipeBinding for array of doubles with 500 elements. The unsecure 
variants (TcpNoSec and PipeNoSec) used lesser processing and holds the CPU shorter than the secure 
variants of the service. 

Figure 8.25(c) shows the CPU utilization for the unsecure variants. According to Figure, 
PipeNoSec utilized the CPU above 90% whereas TcpNoSec used the CPU below 20% under the same 
load. However, it is also clear from the Figure that TcpNoSec holds the CPU longer than PipeNoSec. 

Figure 8.25(b) shows the CPU utilization for secure variants. The CPU utilization is high 
approximately 100% usage in all the secure implementation. The overall CPU usage of TcpMsgWin 
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and TcpMsgUName is high and takes long time to complete the operation. After these, 
TcpTptEncCert, PipeTptEncWin and PipeTptSgnWin showed the high usage consecutively.  
TcpTptEncWin and TcpTptSgnWin showed the lesser CPU utilization than the other variants.     

 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) 
Figure 8.25 : CPU Utilization Array of Doubles with 500 Elements 

 

8.3.2 Available Memory 
Figure 8.26 shows the memory utilization for the secure and unsecure WCF service with 

NetNamedPipeBinding and NetTcpBinding for array of doubles with 500 elements.  
In case of unsecure variants, PipeNoSec showed approximately 830~840 Megabytes of 

available/free memory. TcpNoSec showed approximately 890 Megabytes of free/ available memory 
for the same load. PipeNoSec consumed more memory than the TcpNoSec. TcpNoSec holds the 
memory longer than PipeNoSec. 

In case of secure variants, PipeTptSgnWin consumed more memory than all other bindings with 
free/ available memory of approximately 807~823 Megabytes. After that TcpTptEncCert consumed 
more memory with availability approximately 832~839 Megabytes. TcpMsgWin showed 
approximately 844~851 Megabytes of free/ available memory. PipeTptEncWin showed 
approximately 844~859 Megabytes of free/ available memory. TcpMsgUName showed 
approximately 853~868 Megabytes of free/ available memory. TcpTptSgnWin showed approximately 
872~878 Megabytes of free/ available memory. TcpTptEncWin consumed lesser memory than all the 
bindings with free/ available memory of approximately 906~912 Megabytes. According to the Figure, 
TcpTptEncWin also holds the memory for shorter than the other bindings. While TcpMsgUName 
takes long duration to complete the operation. 

TcpTptEncWin showed the memory availability greater than TcpNoSec. PipeTptEncWin showed 
the memory availability greater than PipeNoSec. TcpNoSec showed best result than other secure 
variants. NetTcpBinding showed the best memory availability than the NetNamedPipeBinding in case 
of both secure and unsecure variants.  However, NetTcpBinding hold the memory longer than 
NetNamedPipeBinding. 
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Figure 8.26 : Available Memory Array of Doubles with 500 Elements 

 

8.4 Resource Utilization of BasicHttpBinding 
In this section, we present only the interesting results for the resource utilization of 

BasicHttpBinding. We present CPU and memory utilization for array of doubles with 500 elements. 
We present the results for CPU and memory utilization for array of doubles with 1000 elements in 
Appendix A. 

 

8.4.1 CPU Utilization 
Figures 8.27(a), (b) and (c) show the CPU utilization of secure and unsecure WCF service with 

BasicHttpBinding for array of doubles with 500 elements. The unsecure variants used lesser 
processing and holds the shorter CPU than the secure variants of the service. 

Figure 8.27(c) shows CPU Utilization for unsecure variants. The CPU Utilization of ASMX-No-
Security was high up to 60% of usage and spent the longer time to complete the operation than WCF-
No-Security. The Java-No-Security showed the lower CPU Utilization than the WCF-No-Security and 
ASMX-No-Security, but it spent more time to complete the same operation. On the other side, the 
WCF-No-Security used the shorter time to complete the operation and lesser CPU than ASMX-No-
Security.  

Figure 8.27(b) shows the CPU Utilization for secure variants. The CPU Utilization of 
ATCOBasic was high i.e. above of 60%. The JTCOBasic used the CPU with the highest value of 
approximately 50% and was lower than ATCOBasic and WTCOBasic. The WTCOBasic used the 
CPU approximately 60% and was lower than the other secure variants. According to the graph, the 
JTCOBasic spent more time of CPU to complete the operation than ATCOBasic, and WTCOBasic. 
Overall, the WTCOBasic used less time to complete the operation as compared to ATCOBasic and 
JTCOBasic. 

 

(a) (b) 
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(c) 
Figure 8.27 : CPU Utilization Array of Doubles with 500 Elements 

 

8.4.2 Available Memory 
Figure 8.28 shows the memory utilization for the unsecure WCF service with BasicHttpBinding 

for array of doubles with 500 elements. The unsecure variants of the service used lesser memory than 
the secure variants. 

In case of unsecure variants, the available/free memory for the ASMX-No-Security is 
approximately 870 Megabytes. The WCF-No-Security available/free memory is approximately 920 
Megabytes. Furthermore, the Java-No-Security has available/free memory of 1000 Megabytes. 

In case of secure variants, the available/free memory for the ATCOBasic is approximately 850 
Megabytes. The WTCOBasic available/free memory is approximately 850 Megabytes. Furthermore, 
the JTCOBasic has available/free memory of 950 Megabytes. 

 

 
Figure 8.28 : Available Memory Array of Doubles with 500 Elements 
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9 CONCLUSION 
This thesis has presented the performance evaluation of Windows Communication Foundation 

(WCF) in unsecure and secure variants. We have conducted series of experiments on different 
datasets and concurrent clients. These experiments provided the large amount of results to investigate 
the performance of WCF. We have evaluated the service in communication with its clients in both on- 
machine and cross machine communication scenarios. We have also evaluated and compared the 
performance of WCF service in communication with WCF client, ASP.NET Web Services (ASMX) 
client and Java client. To evaluate the performance of WCF, we have developed the service and 
clients applications on request/reply message exchange pattern.  

NetNamedPipeBinding is for on-machine communication and NetTcpBinding is for cross-
machine communication. NetNamedPipeBinding used named pipes for inter process communication. 
NetTcpBinding communicates over the TCP. NetNamedPipeBinding provides Transport security with 
the protection levels “Sign”, and “Encrypt and Sign”. We have compared these secure variants with 
NetTcpBinding using Windows credentials and same protection levels.   We have also evaluated the 
other secure variants e.g. Transport security using Certificate credentials, Message security using 
Windows credentials and Message Security using UserName credentials.  

BasicHttpBinding provides basic Web Services interoperability and communicates over HTTP. 
We have used BasicHttpBinding for the interoperability of WCF service with ASMX and Java clients. 
We have evaluated BasicHttpBinding with the security mode Transport Credentials Only in secure 
variants. In WCF, both service and clients have to ensure the same bindings and security criterion. 

The authors conducted the series of experiments and collected the large number of results. To 
achieve the milestone of this research study the authors concluded the following findings: 

9.1 Unsecure Service 
9.1.1 On-machine and Cross-machine scenarios 

The experiments results on small datasets showed that WCF service in cross-machine 
communication performed best response time. However, on large datasets and empty method the 
Service in on-machine communication performed best response time. The experiments results also 
showed that the service performed stable and best throughput in cross machine communication. We 
investigated from the resource utilization that the service in cross-machine communication required 
lesser processing and memory than on-machine communication.  Table 9.1 shows the performance of 
unsecure WCF service in on-machine versus cross machine scenarios. 

 
Table 9.1: Unsecure WCF service in on-machine vs. cross machine communication 

 
 

9.1.2 Interoperability with ASMX and Java  
The investigated results showed that the WCF service performed best response time for ASMX 

client on the small datasets. However, on large datasets and peak conditions, the service performed 
best response time for WCF client. The experiments results also showed that the service provided 
better response time for WCF and ASMX clients than Java client in all cases. The service performed 
better throughput for WCF and ASMX clients than Java client in all cases. In case of small datasets, 
the service performed best for ASMX clients. However, the service performed best throughput for 
WCF clients on large datasets and peak conditions.  
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We investigated from the resource utilization that the WCF service required lesser processing and 
memory for Java client than WCF and ASMX clients. The service required lesser processing and 
memory for WCF client than ASMX client. However, the service required shorter time to complete 
the operation for WCF client than ASMX and Java clients. The WCF service required long time to 
complete the operation for Java client. Table 9.2 shows the performance of unsecure WCF service 
interoperability with ASMX and Java clients. 

 
Table 9.2: Unsecure WCF service interoperability with ASMX and Java clients 

 

9.2 Secure Service 
9.2.1 On-machine and Cross-machine scenarios 

NetNamedPipeBinding with Transport security mode having protection level Sign showed better 
response time than NetTcpBinding with Transport security mode having protection level Sign using 
Windows credentials. NetNamedPipeBinding with Transport security mode having protection level 
Encrypt and Sign showed better response time than NetTcpBinding with Transport security mode 
having protection level Encrypt and Sign using Windows credentials. In both bindings, protection 
level Sign showed response time better than the protection level Encrypt and Sign. 

NetTcpBinding with Transport security mode having protection level Sign; and Encrypt and Sign; 
and using Windows credentials showed better response time than all other its secure variants. 
NetTcpBinding with Transport security mode having protection level Encrypt and Sign; and using 
Certificate credentials showed better response time than NetTcpBinding with Message security mode 
using Windows credentials. NetTcpBinding with Message security mode using Windows credentials 
showed better response time than NetTcpBinding with Message security mode using UserName 
credentials. Thus, NetTcpBinding with Message security mode using UserName credentials showed 
higher response time than all the secure variants. 

NetTcpBinding with Transport security mode having protection level Sign; and Encrypt and Sign; 
and using Windows credentials showed better throughput and lesser processing than all other its 
secure variants and both secure variants of NetNamedPipeBinding. NetTcpBinding with Transport 
security mode having protection level Sign; and using Windows credentials showed better throughput 
and lesser processing than NetTcpBinding with Transport security mode having protection level 
Encrypt and Sign; and using Windows credentials. However, both variants showed similar throughput 
in some cases of large dataset and heavy load. 

NetNamedPipeBinding with Transport security mode having protection level Sign showed better 
throughput and lesser processing than NetNamedPipeBinding with Transport security mode having 
protection level Encrypt and Sign. Both of these secure variants of NetNamedPipeBinding showed 
better throughput and lesser processing than NetTcpBinding with Transport security using Certificate 
credentials and Message security mode using Windows as well as UserName credentials.  

NetTcpBinding Transport security mode using Certificate credentials showed better throughput 
and lesser processing than NetTcpBinding with Message security mode using Windows and 
UserName credentials. NetTcpBinding with Message Security mode using Windows credentials 
showed better throughput and lesser processing than NetTcpBinding with Message Security mode 
using UserName credentials. Thus, NetTcpBinding with Message security mode using UserName 
credentials showed lower throughput and greater processing than all the secure variants. 
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NetTcpBinding with Transport security mode having protection level Encrypt and Sign; and using 
Windows credentials used lesser memory than all other secure variants of NetTcpBinding and 
NetNamedPipeBinding. NetTcpBinding with Transport security mode having protection level Sign 
and using Windows credentials used lesser memory than NetTcpBinding with Transport security 
mode using Certificate credentials and Message security mode using Windows as well as UserName 
credentials. It also used lesser memory than the both secure variants of NetNamedPipeBinding.  

NetTcpBinding with Message security mode using UserName credentials used lesser memory 
than NetTcpBinding with Message security mode using Windows credentials and Transport security 
mode using Certificate credentials. It also used lesser memory than the both secure variants of 
NetNamedPipeBinding.  

NetNamedPipeBinding with Transport security mode having protection level Encrypt and Sign 
used lesser memory than NetTcpBinding with Message security mode using Windows credentials and 
Transport security mode using Certificate credentials. It also used lesser memory than 
NetNamedPipeBinding with Transport security mode having protection level Sign.  

NetTcpBinding with Message security mode using Windows credentials used lesser memory than 
NetTcpBinding with Transport security mode using Certificate credentials. It also used lesser memory 
than NetNamedPipeBinding with Transport security mode having protection level Sign. 
NetTcpBinding with Transport security mode using Certificate credentials used lesser memory than 
NetNamedPipeBinding with Transport security mode having protection level Sign. Thus, 
NetNamedPipeBinding with Transport security mode having protection level Sign used larger 
memory than all the secure variants. Table 9.3 shows the performance of secure WCF service in on-
machine versus cross machine communication scenarios. 

 
Table 9.3: Secure WCF service in on-machine vs. cross machine communication 

 Secure WCF Service

 Response Time Throughput and CPU  Memory  
Best (i)  (iv)  (i)  (i) 

 

On-machine, 
Transport, Sign  

Cross machine, 
Transport, Sign, 

Windows 
 

Cross machine, 
Transport, Sign, 

Windows 
 

Cross machine, 
Transport, Encrypt and 

Sign, Windows 

Cross machine,      
Transport, Sign  

Cross machine, 
Transport, Encrypt 
and Sign, Windows 

 
Cross machine, 

Transport, Encrypt and 
Sign, Windows 

 
Cross machine, 
Transport, Sign, 

Windows 

  
Cross machine, 

Transport, Encrypt 
and Sign, Certificate 

 On-machine, Transport, 
Sign  Cross machine, 

Message, UserName 

(ii)  Cross machine, 
Message, Windows  On-machine, Transport, 

Encrypt and Sign  On-machine, Transport, 
Encrypt and Sign 

On-machine, 
Transport, Encrypt 

and Sign 
 Cross machine, 

Message, UserName  
Cross machine, 

Transport, Encrypt and 
Sign, Certificate 

 Cross machine, 
Message, Windows 

Cross machine, 
Transport, Encrypt 

and Sign 
   Cross machine, 

Message, Windows  
Cross machine, 

Transport, Encrypt and 
Sign, Certificate 

    Cross machine, 
Message, UserName  On-machine, Transport, 

Sign 
(iii)       

Sign    (ii)  (ii) 
Encrypt and Sign    Sign  Encrypt and Sign 

    Encrypt and Sign  Sign 
Worst  

  Similar in some cases on large datasets and heavy load 
 

 

9.2.2 Interoperability with ASMX and Java  
The experiments’ results of WCF service showed better response time for WCF clients using 

Basic, Windows and NTLM credentials than all the secure variants of Java and ASMX clients. In 
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secure variants, the service performed better response time for WCF client using Basic credentials 
than the WCF clients using Windows and NTLM credentials. Furthermore, the service performed 
better response time for WCF client using NTLM credentials than the WCF client using Windows 
credentials. However, in some cases both credentials showed similar and overlapped response time. 

In the investigated results, WCF service showed better response time for ASMX client using 
Basic, Windows and NTLM credentials than the Java clients. The WCF service showed better 
response time for ASMX client using Windows and NTLM credentials than the ASMX client using 
Basic credentials on small datasets. The service showed similar and overlapped response time for the 
ASMX client using NTLM and Windows credentials on small datasets. In case of large datasets, all 
the three credentials showed similar and overlapped response time. Thus, the service showed higher 
response time for Java client than all other secure variants. 

WCF service showed better throughput WCF client using Basic credentials than all the other 
secure variants of the service. The experiments results clearly indicated that on small datasets, the 
WCF service performed better throughput for ASMX clients using Basic, Windows and NTLM 
credentials than for WCF clients using NTML and Windows credentials. However, in case of large 
datasets, the service showed better throughput for WCF clients using NTLM and Windows credentials 
than for ASMX clients using Basic, Windows and NTLM credentials. 

WCF service showed better throughput for WCF client using NTLM credentials than the WCF 
client using Windows credentials. However, in some cases both credentials showed similar and 
overlapped throughput. The WCF service showed better throughput for ASMX client using Windows 
and NTLM credentials than the ASMX client using Basic credentials on small datasets. The service 
showed similar and overlapped throughput for the ASMX client using NTLM and Windows 
credentials. In case of large datasets, all the three credentials showed similar and overlapped 
throughput. The service showed lower throughput for Java client than all other secure variants of the 
service. 

The authors investigated from the resource utilization that the secure WCF service required lesser 
processing and memory for Java client than ASMX and WCF clients. The service required lesser 
processing and memory for WCF client than ASMX client. However, the service required shorter 
time to complete the operation for WCF client than ASMX and Java clients. The WCF service 
required long time to complete the operation for Java client. Table 9.4 shows the performance of 
secure WCF service interoperability with ASMX and Java clients. 

 
Table 9.4: Secure WCF service interoperability with ASMX and Java clients 
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9.3 Effect of Security on Performance 
The unsecure implementation of WCF service showed better response time and throughput than 

secure variants in all cases of NetNamedPipeBinding, NetTcpBinding and BasicHttpBinding. 
Similarly, unsecure variants of WCF service used lesser CPU processing than the secure variants. The 
unsecure variants showed lesser memory utilization than secure variants, except in the cases of 
NetNamedPipeBinding and NetTcpBinding, where the service with Transport security mode having 
protection level Encrypt and Sign; and using Windows credentials used lesser memory than the 
unsecure and all the secure variants. This least use of memory did not affect the throughput, response 
time and CPU utilization. Therefore, the performance of the WCF service degrades due to security. 

9.4 Performance, Security and Interoperability 
In both secure and unsecure variants, it is evident that homogenous combination of WCF service 

and client showed the scalable performance. WCF service performed better for ASMX client than 
Java. Both WCF and ASMX based on .NET Framework whereas Java belongs to different 
technology. Therefore, WCF service requires greater overhead to bridge with Java than ASMX. 
Hence, it is obvious that in case of interoperability, performance of WCF service degrades as the 
underlying technology of client differs. 

9.5 Recommendations 
Although the tabular representations in the above sections provide the clear selection criteria, but 

exact selection of technology depends upon the importance of performance, security and 
interoperability for the organization.  Based on our findings, we propose the following key 
recommendations: 

• However, unsecure WCF service showed best response time on small dataset for cross 
machine WCF client, but to achieve best scalability along with the best response time both the 
service and client would be on the same machine.  

• To achieve high throughput with least resource consumption, the unsecure WCF service and 
WCF client on the different machine would be the best choice. 

• To achieve the best response time both the secure WCF service and WCF client should be on 
the same machine.   

• To achieve the best throughput, least resource consumption along with multiple security 
options, the cross machine communication would be best choice.  

• If the security is critical concern use protection level “Encrypt and Sign” instead of “Sign”, 
but it will degrade the performance in both on- machine and cross machine scenarios. 

• However, Transport security with X.509 Certificate and Message security specifically with 
UserName credentials in case of cross machine communication provides flexibility and 
enhancement in security, but have a negative effect on the performance. 

• However, the unsecure WCF service showed best response time and throughput for ASMX 
client on small dataset, but to achieve the best scalability WCF service with WCF client 
would be the best choice. 

• To achieve the scalable performance, use secure WCF service with WCF client with Basic 
credentials. If the security is critical concern, then use Windows or NTLM credentials, but it 
will degrade the performance.  

• The homogeneous combination of secure as well as unsecure WCF service and clients will 
provide the scalable and better performance than the interoperability with ASMX and Java 
clients. 

• If the WCF interoperability with ASMX client is the central concern, then Basic, Windows 
and NTLM credentials will provide the scalable performance. 

• In secure as well as unsecure variants, WCF interoperability with Java client will provide 
lesser performance than with ASMX client. 
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10 FUTURE WORK 
This thesis evaluated the performance of Windows Communication Foundation. The authors also 

investigated the security and interoperability regarding performance characteristics. Even though the 
large amount of results of the authors’ research will fascinate the industry experts as well as academia. 
But the current market trends and increasing demand of Windows Communication Foundation 
(WCF), it might be more beneficial that further research can be done in the following tendencies:  

 
• Different Message Exchange Patterns  
WCF supports and provides bindings to build services based on peer-to-peer (multi-machine) and 

publish-subscribe (message-queue) communication model. WCF also supports streaming messages 
and Message Transmission Optimization Mechanism (MTOM) message encoding. It also facilitates to 
build applications with duplex and asynchronous message exchange patterns [92]. Therefore, 
performance evaluation of WCF with these features will also be an asset.  

In the case of message based systems, performance evaluation of WCF interoperability with other 
message oriented middleware including Java Messaging Service (JMS), Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) 
and TIBCO Rendezvous is a possible direction for future studies. 

 
• Interoperability with WSO2 stack  
WSO2 is an open source service-oriented middleware [90]. It provides WSO2 Web Services 

Framework for PHP (WSO2 WSF/PHP) to develop client applications to interoperable with a WCF 
service [91].  Like this thesis, performance study of WCF interoperability with WSO2 will be 
interesting to investigate for further research study. 

 
• ‘RESTful’ Services 
Representational State Transfer (REST) is an architectural style to build extensible, scalable, 

efficient and resource-oriented distributed hypermedia driven applications [89]. Microsoft provides 
WCF REST Programming Model; to build REST Services, AJAX and JSON Services and 
Syndication (ATOM/RSS) feeds [87]. Therefore, performance evaluation and comparison of WCF 
REST Services with other REST alternatives is intended. 

 
• Evaluation of Federated Security 
WCF supports Federated Security architecture. In federated security, services are separated from 

associated authentication and authorization mechanisms. It also provides secure collaboration across 
multiple systems which may be a part of different network or organizations [86]. WCF can also 
communicate with other services/applications that comply with WS-Federation and WS-Trust 
specifications [88]. Therefore, performance evaluation and comparison of WCF Federated Security 
with other alternatives will be valuable to increase the existing body of knowledge. 
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APPENDIX A EXPERIMENTS RESULTS 
 

A.1. Response Time and Throughput of NetTcpBinding and 
NetNamedPipeBinding 

A.1.1. Byte 
 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure A.1: Response Time and Throughput for Byte 

 
A.1.2. Object 
 

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 
Figure A.2: Response Time and Throughput for Object 

 
A.1.3. Empty String 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure A.3: Response Time and Throughput for Empty String 
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A.1.4. String with 500 characters 
 

(a) (b) 
  

 
(c) (d) 

Figure A.4: Response Time and Throughput for String with 500 Characters 
 
A.1.5. Array of Bytes with 500 elements 
 

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 
Figure A.5: Response Time and Throughput for Array of Bytes with 500 Elements 

 
A.1.6. Array of Bytes with 1000 elements 

 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure A.6: Response Time and Throughput for Array of Bytes with 1000 Elements 
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A.1.7. Array of Objects with 500 elements 
 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure A.7: Response Time and Throughput for Array of Objects with 500 Elements 

 
A.1.8. Array of Objects with 1000 elements 

 

(a) (b) 
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                                                             (c) 
 

 

Figure A.8: Response Time and Throughput for Array of Objects with 1000 Elements 
 

A.2. Response Time and Throughput of BasicHttpBinding 
A.2.1. Empty String 

 

 

(a) (b) 
  

 

(c) (d) 
Figure A.9: Response Time and Throughput for Empty String 
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A.2.2. String with 500 characters 
 

 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) (d) 
Figure A.10: Response Time and Throughput for String with 500 Characters 

 
A.2.3. Array of Bytes with 500 elements 

 

 

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 
Figure A.11: Response Time and Throughput for Array of Bytes with 500 Elements

 
 

A.2.4. Array of Bytes with 1000 elements 
 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) 
Figure A.12: Response Time and Throughput for Array of Bytes with 1000 Elements 
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A.3. Resource Utilization of NetNamedPipeBinding and NetTcpBinding 
A.3.1. CPU Utilization -Array of Double 
 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) 
Figure A.13: CPU Utilization Array of Doubles with 1000 Elements 

 
A.3.2. Available Memory -Array of Double 
 

 
Figure A.14: Available Memory Array of Doubles with 1000 Elements 
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A.4. Resource Utilization of BasicHttpBinding 
A.4.1. CPU Utilization -Array of Double 
 

(a) (b) 
  

(c) 
Figure A.13: CPU Utilization Array of Doubles with 1000 Elements 

 
A.4.2. Available Memory -Array of Double 
 

 
Figure A.16: Available Memory Array of Doubles with 1000 Elements 
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